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SUMMARY
The focus of this CPBIS project is to provide a foundation for assessing “performance” in the
pulp and paper industry in terms of its relative effectiveness in transforming its capital resources
-- financial, technological, natural, and social -- into value-added products and processes. Such
assessments would be used to support strategic, tactical and operational decisions from the
corporate-level to the mill-level.
Using case studies at two newsprint mills, specific approaches to integrating production,
environmental, and economic performance data were examined. Specifically, we used three case
studies that were derived from data from two Newspaper mills. In addition, a comparison of
environmental management and sustainability indicators was performed for both Newsprint
Mills. Three case studies were performed to investigate the technical feasibility and value of
integrated economic and environmental modeling and assessment.
The initial focus of the project team was on a particular manufacturing facility and its
products, a newsprint mill in northern Canada. The team explored ways in which resource data
(mass, energy, water, etc.) from steady-state and dynamic models of a production facility could
be combined with financial data from an existing financial model used by the firm. An ActivityBased Cost and Environmental Management model -- an “enhanced” activity-based cost (ABC)
model -- that integrates financial data with data on other resources (such as mass and energy)
was developed for this facility in collaboration with students from the Ecole Polytechnique in
Montreal, Canada. Based on the findings, a second case study was constructed where simulation
data was coupled with financial and mass and energy models in order to explore the integration
of financial and environmental metrics for capital investment decision-making around a deinking plant.
The Newsprint Mill Two case study examined the use of simple Microsoft® Excel-based
spreadsheets for developing a steady-state, mass-balance model of the paper machine and
calculating aggregate economic and environmental effects of various control scenarios.
The pulp and paper industry is familiar with detailed simulation and analysis tools at the level
of the plant processes. What is missing is a way to weave into this analysis the corporate and
plant-level environmental objectives and targets to help identify win-win scenarios. To different
degrees, both systems presented here enable the integrated analysis of environmental and
economic performance of projects at various levels, from unit process changes to capital
investment decisions (and potentially the introduction of new products).
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1
1.1

MOTIVATION, OBJECTIVES, APPROACH

Sustainability and Pulp and Paper Mills

The pulp and paper industry is a commodities industry, sensitive to supply and demand and
the shifting domestic and global market influences on price and cost. A significant factor shaping
the context of the U.S. paper industry is its relatively low operating rate, defined as the ratio of
the amount of paper produced by the industry to its overall production capacity (Cody 2001).
Overcapacity in the pulp and paper industry leads to cutthroat pricing and, consequently, losses
of cost savings from productivity gains to the customer (Anonymous 1999). As the most capital
intensive industry sector in the U.S. (spending $130,000 per employee per year in plant and
equipment), the pulp and paper industry has limited opportunities for investment in new, more
efficient technologies (EDF 1995; Butner and Stapley 1997; NAE 1999). Today, the industry’s
machines tend to be older and smaller than those of their competitors in Europe and Asia. As a
result, U.S. paper producers tend to have higher fixed costs per ton of paper produced. In
addition, the newer European machines are less polluting, making the European firms less
vulnerable than the Americans to increasing costs of environmental regulation and control
(Conrad and Morrison 1989; Anonymous 1995; Cody 2001). In the context of excess production
capacity, high fixed costs, cutthroat pricing schemes, and increasing competition from foreign
imports, the typical response of the industry has been to make more paper, ignoring the high
marginal cost implications of the law of diminishing returns (Anonymous 1999).
Environmental regulation impacts the U.S. pulp and paper industry in every aspect of the
product life-cycle: from forest management, to pulp and paper manufacture, to paper recycling
and disposal. Forest management practices, and the methods used to harvest and transport trees
to supply the mills, affect the availability and effectiveness of important ecosystem services
(Huston and Marland 2003). Over the past ten years, the forest products industry has made
“important strides” in its stewardship of forest resources. Over 200 organizations, representing
over 100 million acres of forested lands, participate in the Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI),
the “most comprehensive expression of the forest products industry’s collective effort to improve
forest management on its lands.” (EDF 1995) Participants in SFI apply rigorous standards for
perpetual growth and harvesting of trees while providing for the protection of wildlife, plants,
soil and water quality (AFPA 2003).
Pulp and paper manufacturing is resource intensive and generates significant amounts of solid
wastes, air emissions, and discharges to water. The industry is the third largest user of fossil fuel
energy and the largest user of industrial process water among U.S. manufacturers (EPA 1995;
EIA 2000). It generates billions of tons of non-hazardous wastewater and sludge (DoE 2002),
and is one of the largest sources of chemical releases reported under the U.S. EPA Toxic Release
Inventory. The specific list of chemicals released by any particular mill, of course, depends on
the types of production processes employed. On an industry-wide basis, nearly half of the TRI
releases are methanol, a by-product of the pulping process, which accounts for over 50% of the
industry’s releases to air and 40% of releases to water. Other substances released by the industry
include acids, chlorinated compounds, ammonia, and priority air pollutants associated with
combustion (SOx, NOx, and particulates) (EPA 1995).(EPA 1995)
In 1999, consumers in the U.S. generated 88.1 million tons of paper and board product
wastes, of which 42.9 tons (or 48.7%) was recovered for recycling (DoE 2002). While postconsumer recycling efforts have been successful, the strategy to develop broad and sustainable
markets for recycled content products has been weak, leading to an excess supply of deinked
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pulp (estimated at 360,000 tons per year). With respect to relative pricing of recycled-content
versus virgin-content products, one study found that the production costs varied “from mill to
mill, depending on configuration and pulp sources.” (Gleason, Kinsella et al. 2002) Nonetheless,
many recycled paper products are available at comparable prices to virgin papers. The issue
again is overcapacity for the current level of demand. In spite of closures of several de-inking
and recycled paper mills in the past couple of years, a survey of mill managers found that the
remaining mills are running at less than full capacity (Gleason, Kinsella et al. 2002).
The pulp and paper industry’s environmental performance has improved dramatically since
1970. One summary of the industry’s environmental performance found that while the industry
increased total production of pulp and paper by 67% between 1970 and 1993, it reduced water
consumption by about 70%, air releases of sulfur compounds by over 90%, and wastewater
discharges of dioxin (from bleached chemical pulp mills since 1988) by 92%. These
improvements came at a significant cost of over $10 billion in capital investments since 1970.
On an annual basis, pollution control measures cost the industry over $1 billion, or roughly $10
to $50 per ton of production (cost varies by size and type of mill) (EDF 1995).
To the individual mill manager, investments in pollution abatement technologies may be
viewed as “unproductive,” meaning that they have “no marketable and therefore quantifiable
effect in terms of productivity.” (Conrad and Morrison 1989). In addition to the capital cost,
Porter (1995) would add the cost of non-value added activities associated with regulatory
compliance, including operation and maintenance of equipment, permitting, and reporting
(Porter 2000). Using data from the paper industry in the U.S., Canada, and Germany, Conrad
and Morrison (1989) tested this assertion by assessing the impact of investments in pollution
abatement technology on growth in productivity between 1960 and 1980. By separating
“unproductive” capital from production capital costs, they found that environmental regulation
and investments in pollution abatement technologies did have a “depressing effect” on growth.
(Conrad and Morrison 1989) This finding, however, does not consider other potential positive
effects associated with compliance with environmental regulations (Irland 2001) or
improvements in technologies that also enhance production efficiencies. Repetto et al. (1997)
found that when they calculated such revised “multifactor productivity” levels for the pulp and
paper industry between 1970 and 1990, the resultant growth levels were more than twice that
attained through traditional productivity analysis methods (Repetto, Rothman et al. 1997).
Concerns about investment in “unproductive” pollution abatement capital are really concerns
about the investments foregone. Capital expenditures on pollution abatement result in a loss of
productive capital, also referred to as the “abatement capital constraint.” (Boyd and McClelland
1999) It is uncertain whether the pulp and paper industry, if free from this constraint, would
have invested the capital in facility expansions or efficiency improvements (Butner and Stapley
1997; Phillips 1997). For the pulp and paper industry as a whole, the opportunity cost of
environmental compliance may have had a positive, yet perverse, effect by limiting the
industry’s ability to build additional capacity. “Every penny spent on complying with green rules
probably means a penny less spent on building n [more] mills” [thus adding to the overcapacity
issue] (Anonymous 1995). But at the mill level, the cost of environmental compliance would be
more immediate and perceived as beneficial only if the capital investments for environmental
compliance reduced production costs or raised the value of salable outputs (a so-called “winwin” scenario). (Repetto, Rothman et al. 1997)
This win-win scenario is also called the “Porter Hypothesis.” Porter and Van der Linde argue
that, when “properly designed,” environmental regulation can inspire innovation that allows
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“companies to use a range of inputs more productively---from raw materials to energy to labor--thus offsetting the costs of improving environmental impact and ending the stalemate.” (Porter
2000) Porter and Van der Linde shift the opportunity-cost discussion away from the costs
associated with pollution abatement and towards the “opportunity costs of pollution---wasted
resources, wasted effort, and diminished product value to the customer.” In the pulp and paper
industry, for example, they cite the innovations in bleaching processes (e.g., improved cooking
and washing processes, or replacement of chlorine with oxygen, ozone or peroxide) achieved in
response to the regulation of dioxin from chlorine bleaching processes (Porter 2000). Boyd and
McClelland conducted an extensive analysis of data from the pulp and paper industry to evaluate
the Porter Hypothesis and found that “paper industry input use and pollution could be reduced
anywhere from 2% to 8% without adverse effects [on productive output], but that the constraints
from mandated environmental investments reduce productivity from 1% to 4%.” (Boyd and
McClelland 1999)
Porter suggests that a strategy aimed at “enhanced resource productivity” will make
companies more competitive. Two significant impediments to using environmental issues for
competitive advantage are ignorance about direct and indirect environmental impacts, and the
limitations of conventional accounting systems for tracking environmental costs (Ilinitch,
Soderstrom et al. 1998; Porter 2000). Information technologies, however, are key enabling
technologies that will improve the ability of companies to identify and quantify win-win capital
investment and operational improvement opportunities through improved access to and analysis
of production, environmental and accounting information (Allenby 2001). Fortunately, the pulp
and paper industry has invested significantly in process information systems (Fadum 1996) and
in some cases, enterprise-wide data management and decision support systems (Yeager 1998;
Shaw 1999). We believe that the information infrastructure existing in many paper mills could
support a shift in strategy from environmental compliance to enhanced resource productivity by
supporting the identification of Porter’s win-win scenarios through integrated production,
environmental and economic assessments (Epstein 1996b; Epstein 1996a; Epstein 1996c).
Ultimately, we believe that the ability to embed corporate and facility-level environmental
priorities (expressed through principles, goals, indicators and performance metrics) into decision
support systems will facilitate the communication and implementation of a corporate
commitment to profitability and sustainability from the boardroom to the shop floor.
1.2

Metrics for Sustainability in the Pulp and Paper Industry

Environmental performance metrics inform mill management as to whether inputs to the mill
are efficiently converted into salable output (products). In studying how a corporation
implements a strategy for sustainability, we find it useful to situate the company’s use of
environmental metrics in the context of the environmental metrics generally used in the industry.
We have compiled a comprehensive list of sustainability metrics for use by corporations in
general, and for corporations in the pulp and paper sector specifically, from several widely
recognized sources. The general sustainability metrics and indicators used in this study include
those suggested by various non-government organizations such as the Coalition for
Environmentally Responsible Economies (CERES), the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO), the National Academy of Engineering (NAE), and the United Nations
Environment Program (UNEP) as well as those in use by various multi-national corporations
(ISO 1999; NAE 1999; CERES 2002; UNEP 2002).
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The pulp and paper industry uses two primary categories of metrics: those associated with
forestry management and those for pulp and paper production. Forestry management metrics are
related to the harvesting of trees to supply the mills, including measures of forest ecosystem
health and the impacts of transportation. The scope of our work is limited to the metrics related
to the production, recycling and disposal of pulp and paper. These metrics measure the impacts
of the paper making process from the time the raw materials arrive at the mill until the point
these products are either recycled or sent to landfills as waste.
The NAE (1999) classifies environmental metrics used in the production of pulp and paper
into two categories: (1) resource-related and (2) environmental-burden related. In our studies,
we classify the metrics further using a system laid out by the ISO 14031 standard. According to
this system, metrics can be grouped into three areas: operational, management, and
environmental condition:
Operational Metrics
“generally measure potential environmental burden in
terms of inputs and outputs of materials and energy.”
Management Metrics

“metrics designed to inform management and support
decision making on the expenditure of time, money, and
manpower required to maintain or improve a company’s
environmental performance.”

Environmental Condition Metrics

“seek to provide information on the health of the
environment and how it is changing.”(NAE 1999)

For the case studies reported in this report, we use only the operational metrics since these are
the most appropriate for informing mill managers on resource productivity in the pulp and paper
manufacturing processes. Management metrics are important, but they mostly measure the
efforts of the corporate or facility organization as opposed to the environmental/operational
performance of the technological system. Environmental condition metrics are also important for
understanding the relationship between operational and managerial performance and their impact
on the environment. Unfortunately, “the fewest number of robust metrics have been developed
and implemented” to assess environmental condition (NAE 1999). This is true not only for the
pulp and paper sector, but also for other industrial sectors in general.
We reviewed the environment, health and safety reports of four major companies in the pulp
and paper sector. For operational metrics in pulp and paper manufacturing, we found the NAE
framework to be the most comprehensive of the indicator/metric frameworks mentioned earlier.
The NAE indicator/metric set is used in this study to compare and benchmark the environmental
priorities of the case study corporations and facilities with the broader industry practice. It is not
intended to evaluate or assess the appropriateness, suitability, or success of the environmental
management approaches or indicators used by the companies.
1.3

Linking Environmental Assessments to Information Management Systems

The number and use of information management systems in pulp and paper is growing (Shaw
2000; Janssen, Laflamme-Mayer et al. 2004). In (Shaw 2000), pulp and paper companies were
surveyed about seven different kinds of information systems within the mill. In addition,
respondents were asked how these systems were used and whether they shared data. These
systems were:
• Computerized maintenance management system (CMMS)
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• Advanced planning and scheduling system (APS)
• Manufacturing execution system (MES)
• Warehouse management system (WMS)
• Enterprise resource planning (ERP) system
• Process control software
• Miscellaneous systems
The methods for information integration between mill systems again varied in both the
technology used and in the types of systems that were integrated. The applied technologies
included open database connectivity (ODBC), XML, and multiple file structures. As for system
types, a link between OSI’s PI system and a process control system was most frequently
mentioned. Other links were noted between order entry and MES, CMMS and corporate
accounting, ERP system and roll tracking, and WMS and a process control system, as well as a
sales, orders, MES, and process control link. Although connections to quality management and
financial managements are listed, no mention is made about using the data and information
management systems in conjunction with environmental management. This disconnect has also
been observed in a survey reported by (Janssen, Laflamme-Mayer et al. 2004). As can be seen in
Figure 1, the heaviest use of Information Management Systems (IMS) is in operations. IMS is
much less used for environmental activities.
Mill activities
Operations
Financials
Human Resources & Payrolls
Logistics
Quality Management
Environment
Procurement
Customer relationship Management

Average rank
1.90
3.89
4.11
4.15
4.40
4.50
5.83
6.81

Increasing
dependence

Figure 1 - Relative Dependence on IMS (from (Janssen, Laflamme-Mayer et al. 2004))

In general, a correlation seems to exist between size and sophistication of IMS use. A 2002
survey of more than 600 manufacturers in the state of Georgia revealed that the use of IS/IT
varied significantly depending on the size of the organization, as shown in Table 1 (Youtie,
Shapira et al. 2002).
Table 1 - Use of Technologies by Facility Employment Size (Adapted from Youtie et al., 2002)
10-49
90%
62%
50%
26%
26%
14%

Information Technology
Email
Shared DB - network accessible
High Speed Internet Connection
Electronic Data Interchange
Enterprise Resource Planning
Supply, electronic purchasing agent
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Employment Size
50-499
96%
81%
74%
56%
48%
36%

500+
100%
95%
91%
88%
76%
65%

Some of the conclusions from (Janssen, Laflamme-Mayer et al. 2004) are:
 In general, pulp and paper mills have integrated their IMS to a significant extent
 Mills see the benefits of using IMS due to the accessibility of data, and its ad hoc
interpretation in areas of critical importance such as product quality and process analysis
 The main barriers to enhancing IMS are time and human resources made available for
this effort
 IMS is not fully exploited in the context of combining data with analysis tools, e.g. for
making optimal operating and design decisions
Specific findings were that a majority of the respondents says that overall the IMS helps to
share information in the mill (73%). All respondents say data is shared between departments and
is mostly used for communication about potential solutions to a mill problem, and for financial
purposes. Mills generally notice a better response to mill problems (63%). Mills use IMS to
enhance cost accounting by tracking costs better, more accurately and in a more timely fashion.
Interestingly, otherwise there is not much integration between accounting and process data.
The disconnect that seems to exist between various information systems and environmental
assessments to support Triple-Bottom Line decision making formed the motivation for our work.
Regarding information system implementation, according to (Shaw 2000), the biggest
challenge with installing and starting up new information systems was reported as user training
and acceptance (39%). Technical problems were second, totaling 18%, and these included issues
ranging from the inflexibility of systems and difficulties with installing them to network
compatibility issues, testing time availability, and vendor misrepresentation of system
functionality. Some respondents mentioned that the systems ultimately required tailoring to fit
their specific needs. Survey data from 1998, 1999, and 2000 shows that mill employees migrate
away from using mainframe terminals alone to using both terminals and PCs. In the 2000 survey
reported by (Shaw 2000), the data shifted even more in favor of the PC as the primary platform
for mill employees. In 2000, 66% of respondents reported that employees were most familiar
with PCs, as compared with 60% in 1998 and 57% in 1999 (Shaw 2000). Clearly, this data
indicates that were possible, PC based platforms are preferred for new information management
and/or decision support systems. This observation led us to focus on using PC based systems for
integrated environmental and economic decision making.
1.4

Project Objectives

In general, our research group seeks to understand how corporations can effect long-term
commitments to economic prosperity and sustainability; and in particular, how such corporate
commitments cascade through the organization and are implemented from the board room to the
shop floor of the manufacturing facility. Our long-term goal is to examine the corporation from a
sustainability perspective, where we would define “performance” as the relative effectiveness of
a mill or enterprise in transforming its capital resources—financial, technological, natural, and
social—into value-added products and processes. Using the funds provided by the Center for
Paper Business and Industry Studies, our group explored the development of decision support
tools that provide simultaneous views of production, economic, and environmental data from a
paper mill. Our hypothesis is that tools that efficiently align production, economic, and
environmental data will provide greater insight into the dynamic relationship between economic
and environmental effects of proposed changes (technological and/or operational) in a mill and,
thereby, allow for more informed decisions involving trade-offs. The methodology used in this
research was to test this hypothesis by performing in-depth case studies using actual pulp and
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paper mill process and accounting data. This data was integrated using standard PC-based
software platforms.
1.5

Research approach and methodology

The methodology used in this research was to perform in-depth case studies using actual pulp
and paper mill process and accounting data. To facilitate information gathering and access to
mill data, we choose to collaborate with Dr. Paul Stuart, the NSERC chair in process integration
(with a focus on pulp and paper) and his students at the Ecole Polytechnique in Montreal,
Quebec, Canada. They have in-depth domain knowledge and a shared interest in exploring how
to use existing facility data and information systems in new ways. One of their foci is to use
simulation models for in-depth analyses of pulp and paper facilities. In particular, they already
had established contacts at a Newsprint Mill in Canada that was leveraged as a case study for our
research. Collaborative meetings and extended visits enabled us to quickly learn the terms,
technology and issues related to the pulp and paper industry without requiring access to company
personnel.
Another newsprint mill (Newspring Mill Two) in the USA was used as the basis second case
study mill. Data at this mill was gathered through the use of an undergraduate intern and senior
project. In both cases, we used the following observation-based methods: on-site visits with
facility personnel and managers to determine key technical parameters of the paper mill
processes and determine their level of knowledge with respect to environmental issues;
collection of mill process data from process information systems and validation of WinGEMS
and accounting model data with mill personnel. In addition, extensive use of literature and expert
data was used to verify findings.
1.6

Case Study Overview

Using case studies at two newsprint mills, our team examined approaches to integrating
production, environmental, and economic performance data. Specifically, we used three case
studies that were derived from data from two Newspaper mills. In addition, a comparison of
environmental management and sustainability indicators was performed for both Newsprint
Mills.
• Case study 1 was focused on evaluating the feasibility and usefulness of building an
integrated financial and environmental assessment model of an entire pulp and paper mill
for operational decision making.
•

Case study 2 focused on a specific sub-process of Case Study 1 and focused on assessing
the feasibility and usefulness of building an integrated financial and environmental
assessment model for capital decision making. Specifically, several options for expanding
de-inking plant (DIP) operations were modeled and evaluated.

•

Case Study 3 focused also on decision support for capital decision-making, but used a
different modeling approach. Specifically, it focused on the effects of various scenarios for
wet end control in Newsprint Mill Two. The decision support system used in this case
study consists of a steady-state mass balance model created in MS Excel. The decision
analysis process is sequential: (1) the physical production data (mass flow results) for the
two scenarios (before and after wet-end control) are derived using the mass-balance model,
and (2) material cost data from accounting is then used to assess the production costs.
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The first two case studies employed a tool for efficiently integrating data from process
information systems, accounting systems, and a mill process model (Pacific Simulation’s
WinGEMS™) into an activity-based cost model of the mill. The third case study examined the
use of simple Microsoft® Excel-based spreadsheets for developing a steady-state, mass-balance
model of the paper machine and calculating aggregate economic and environmental effects of
various control scenarios. The purpose of this work is to illustrate how such tools can integrate
production, accounting, and environmental data at a pulp and paper mill. It should be noted that
data gathered in this project was used for another case study in a pilot study focused on broader
strategic implications by assessing the potential dynamic effects of pulp and paper mills in an
ecosystem using ecosystem landscape models. The results of that study are reported in (Reap
2004; Reap, Bras et al. 2004).
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2

DESCRIPTION OF NEWSPRINT MILL ONE

Newsprint Mill One is part of a larger facility that has three primary operations, (1) a
newsprint pulp and paper mill, (2) a woodlands operation, and (3) a saw mill. The focus on the
newsprint manufacturing facility, which produces various quality newsprint and specialty paper
grades for the commercial printing and publishing industry. The pulp and paper mill provides
product for markets in the Northeastern and North-central United States, Eastern Canada, and
limited markets outside of North America.
2.1

Manufacturing Process Description

The mill employs over 500 union workers and about 90 staff. Compared to other newsprint
mills, the total production from the mill is fairly average, at about 1100 metric tons per day.
However, three of machines are fairly old for the industry, the oldest from 1926. So while most
mills producing approximately the same amount of output on one or two machines, the
Newsprint Mill One is doing it on four machines.
The process is a continuous operation, running 24 hours a day, with periodic routine machine
shutdowns for maintenance work. Within the mill, there are eight total grades produced; four of
those are the primary products and the remaining four are less-produced, specialty products.
There are four primary production activities, which include, briefly:
• De-Ink Plant (DIP) – recycled material, including old newsprint and coated paper
materials (such as magazines), are broken down into pulp and cleaned.
• Thermo-Mechanical Processing (TMP)– wood chips are heated and mechanically broken
down into pulp.
• Paper Machine (PM) – pulp from the DIP and TMP is mixed, spread onto the PM wire
and is dried through water extraction and steam heating. The final product – newsprint –
is rolled onto a core.
• Finishing – the finished paper rolls are cut into specified widths, wrapped, and prepared
for shipping.
To support these manufacturing activities, there are four primary supporting activities, which
are also included in the model. The support activities include the following:
• Boiler House – steam, used primarily in the DIP and PM dryers, is produced through the
burning of natural gas or wood products and waste.
• Water Network – reusable water is recycled throughout the process, primarily from the
PM activity to the pulping activities (DIP and TMP)
• Effluent Treatment – unusable wastewater from the process is treated to remove harmful
toxins and released to river.
• Power Production – electricity is produced through the use of an upstream dam to supply
some of the power within the facility.
A schematic of the manufacturing process is presented in Figure 2. As shown in the figure,
the main manufacturing flow is fairly simple (although complexities that result from two total
Thermal Mechanical Pulping machines and four total paper machines within the process have
been left out).
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Figure 2 - Schematic of the Newsprint Mill One Manufacturing Process

2.2

Facility Environmental Goals

An important aspect of the Newsprint Mill One example case is the existence of an
environmental policy. Specifically, the facility is involved in the extensive efforts of the Forest
Products Association of Canada (FPAC) to achieve sustainability within the entire forest
products industry sector within Canada. There is an agenda by the FPAC to implement Agenda
21, the comprehensive blueprint for achieving sustainable economic development established at
the United Nations Earth Summit in 1992, through the six key elements of:
1. Multi-stakeholder consultation
2. Informed marketplace
3. Regional and international standards
4. Free and efficient markets
5. International cooperation and agreements
6. Continually improving environmental performance
Detailed information on the Agenda 21 efforts by the FPAC can be found in (Forest Products
Association of Canada 2002). In general, the effort is a triple bottom line based agenda focused
on implementing sustainability efforts within the forest products industry. The implementation
is based on collaboration among the Canadian forest products companies to achieve the six key
elements, as listed above, through detailed reporting, continual improvement, and research and
development projects. Among the future goals of the Agenda 21 implementation are challenges
such as (Forest Products Association of Canada 2002):
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•
•

Further increasing energy efficiency and reducing greenhouse gases;
Continual improvement to sustainable forest management practices, including
conservation of biodiversity and wildlife habitat;
• Identifying more precise criteria and indicators to evaluate the industry’s social impact in
the communities it touches;
• Broaden and expand partnerships with First Nations [aboriginal] groups and nongovernmental organizations to resolve the social and environmental pressures that the
industry faces;
• Continued adoption of recognized environmental management systems, with third party
verification of reporting on processing processes and;
• Building greater public awareness of the positive environmental, social, and economic
contributions that the Canadian forest products industry makes to all of Canadian society.
From this list, one specific environmental challenge that is being addressed is the reduction of
green house gas (GHG) emissions, which can be accomplished through the reduction of energy
usage during the production process. This effort primarily involves the modernization of the
plant by changing production processes, energy use, and product mix. Specific objectives have
been established, with quantitative long-term and interim targets for the specific energy
reduction efforts, which include reduction in the following:
• Electrical consumption per metric ton of product
• Steam consumption per metric ton of product
• Moisture of the waste material burned in the Boiler House activity
• Volume of waste water per ton of product flowing to the Effluent Treatment activity
• Solid waste tonnage land filled per ton of product
• Influent total suspended solids (TSS) per ton of product to the Effluent Treatment activity
What is important here is that an established environmental policy has been put into place
within the facility where quantified environmental goals are being set, and an education, training
and awareness program is in place for the personnel of facility.
2.3

Relationship to Corporate Environmental Goals

Corporation One owns Newsprint Mill One. Corporation One’s strategy for cascading its
corporate commitment to sustainability is the use of Environmental Management Programs
(EMPs). Corporation One has two EMPs: one focusing on manufacturing facilities and one
focusing on forest operations. The manufacturing EMP is a plan to minimize the environmental
impact of manufacturing activities by 2008. The program establishes objectives and targets in
six key areas: air, water, noise, energy consumption, greenhouse gas emissions, and fiber
utilization/waste management, and performance in these areas is tracked by a set of metrics. As
previously mentioned, the NAE metric framework is used as our benchmark for operational
metrics in pulp and paper manufacturing. Table 2 shows a comparison of performance metrics
from three sources: the National Academy of Engineering’s set of operational metrics for pulp
and paper manufacturing (NAE, 1999), Corporation One’s corporate environmental performance
metrics, and those being used by the Newsprint Mill One facility. Note that these metric sets
include measures of resource efficiency (such as energy consumption, fiber utilization, and water
use).
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Table 2 - Environmental Performance Metric Framework Comparison1
NAE on Performance Metrics for
Industry (1999)
Environmental Incidents (Violation
notices, citizen complaints)
Permit Excesses
Energy – renewable
Energy – nonrenewable
Wood Waste
Solid Waste – nonhazardous
Solid Waste – hazardous
Air (particulate, VOC, NOx, SOx,
etc.)
Percent Yield
Water Use
Water (AOX, COD, BOD, TSS,
color, etc.)
Metrics not in NAE (1999)

Corporation One

Newsprint Mill One

% Compliance

% Compliance

% Compliance
none specified
Energy Consumption
Fiber utilization
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle waste (incl.
hazardous); Eliminate waste disposal
sites, secure existing ones

% Compliance
Eliminate use of Fossil Fuels
Energy Consumption and Costs
Fiber utilization
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle waste (incl.
hazardous); Eliminate waste disposal
sites, secure existing ones

Air emissions

none specified

Fiber utilization
none specified
Effluent Concentrations
Noise Levels
Greenhouse gas emisisons

Fiber utilization
Reduce water consumption
Reduce Discharges (BOD, COD, TN,
TP, TSS)
Noise Levels
Greenhouse gas emisisons

Newsprint Mill One (at the corporate and facility level) employs a set of operational
environmental performance metrics in their manufacturing operations that is consistent with the
NAE metric set for the pulp and paper sector. It employs most of NAE’s eleven metrics and also
tracks two additional metrics. As can be seen in Table 1, at the corporate level, Newsprint
Company One has two apparent gaps in environmental performance metrics: renewable energy
and water use. Interestingly, at the facility level, Newsprint Mill One addresses these gaps
through its goals to eliminate the use of fossil fuels and to reduce water consumption per ton of
newsprint; however, the mill does not appear to have any specific tracking of air emissions
(though the mill is subject to air emissions regulations). In addition, at the corporate level and
the facility level, Newsprint Company One tracks two metrics not covered in the NAE metric
framework: noise levels and greenhouse gas emissions. As part of their management strategy,
Newsprint Mill One has committed to review all new projects with respect to their environmental
metrics. Expanding the DIP capacity (case study 2) is one such project, and the integrated
environmental and economic analysis performed by the research team enables such an evaluation
because the model includes the mill’s chosen environmental metrics.
The environmentally conscious mindset that exists within Newsprint Mill One is an extremely
valuable asset when implementing projects within an environmental management program. With
the mill personnel already focused on finding ways to reduce their impact, the primary task is no
longer convincing decision-makers that they should be focusing on impact reduction; instead one
can immediately jump to the next step in the solution, which tools are appropriate for use by
decision-makers who have this mindset.

1

Data obtained from Newsprint One’s Environmental Manager and Corporation One’s 2002 Annual Environmental
Report.
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3

APPROACH USED – ACTIVITY-BASED COST AND ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT

In the Newsprint Mill One case studies, we investigated the feasibility of providing an
integrative decision support framework that includes both environmental and financial
assessments to facilitate the identification of win-win situations, or understanding of monetary
and environmental trade-offs if these occurred. The approach taking to develop this integrative
decision support framework was to build on existing work in using Activity-Based Costing and
Environmental Management (ABCEM) (Emblemsvåg and Bras 2000a). Expertise related to
building ABCEM models for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) was leveraged in this
project for Case 1 and Case 2. ABCEM is an extension of Activity-Based Costing (ABC).
3.1

Traditional Costing

In traditional cost systems, material and labor costs are directly allocated to unit products, and
overhead is allocated through unit-based activity drivers2 (assuming that the overhead consumed
and the units produced are highly correlated). Normally, these drivers are based on the total
number of hours (labor or machine) required to manufacture the products in the factory, and
overhead is allocated to products through the use of either plantwide or departmental rates. The
plantwide rate is computed by dividing the total overhead cost in the general ledger by a single
driver (normally labor hours).
Materials

Labor

Overhead

Unit based driver:
Direct Labor /
Machine Hours

Products

Figure 3 - Traditional one-stage costing system through the use of plantwide rates
Departmental rates (the method used by the mill in this study) assign overhead costs to
individual production departments, such as maintenance, engineering, purchasing, and so forth.
Each department is treated as a cost pool or center, which is allocated part of the total overhead,
according to different criteria. Once the costs are assigned to individual departments, unit-based
activity drivers are used to compute departmental rates.

2

In accordance with Hansen & Mowen, 1999 “unit-based activity drivers are factors that cause changes in cost as
the units produced change” Hansen, D. and M. Mowen (1999). Cost Management: Accounting and Control, SouthWestern College Publishing.
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Materials

Labor

Overhead

Department 1
Unit based
driver

Department 2
Unit based
driver

……….

Department N
Unit based
driver

Products

Figure 4 - Traditional one-stage costing system through the use of departmental rates

Traditional cost approaches (plantwide or departmental can distort product cost when the
company is engaged in intense competition, continuous improvement, total quality management,
total customer satisfaction and sophisticated technology (Hansen & Mowen, 1999) and when
there is not a correlation between direct labor (or machine hours) and overhead.
3.2

Activity Based Costing (ABC)

Activity-based costing (ABC) is based on the notion that products consume activities, and
activities, in turn, consume resources. Costs, in an ABC framework, are allocated in two stages.
First, costs are allocated to specific “activity cost pools.” This is contrary to the traditional
approach that allocates cost to the plant or to departments. Then the activity cost pools are
assigned to the unit product by means of cost drivers. ABC is “a methodology that measures the
cost and performance of activities, resources and cost objects. Resources are assigned to
activities, then activities are assigned to cost objects based on their use. Activity-Based Costing
recognizes the casual relationships of cost drivers to activities” (Raffish and Turney 1991). The
relationship between the three components, resources, activities, and objects, can be represented
as shown in Figure 5. In general, a resource is considered an element that is consumed by (or
generated by) the production process, for example, materials, energy, labor, overhead, etc. An
activity is a group of logically connected actions, for example, assembly, transport, packaging,
etc. An object is considered to be any customer, service, organization, project, flux, or product
for which separate cost/revenue assessments are needed, for example, a roll of paper, a painted
car or a conveyer belt. By determining the weights by which the resources are consumed by the
activities, and the activities are consumed by the objects, products can be assigned costs that are
based upon the actual activities that are used for their production.
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RESOURCES
•
•
•

Are
Consumed By

ACTIVITIES
•
•
•

Materials
Energy
Labor

Are
Consumed By

Assembly
Transport
Packaging

OBJECTS
•
•
•

Service
Project
Product

Figure 5- General Activity Based Costing Methodology

The multiple-stage ABC approach is an improvement to the two-stage approach (Cokins,
1996). The multiple-stage approach recognizes that some activities are consumed by other
activities, which in turn are consumed by final products or services. In the multiple-stage ABC
approach, the flow of cost through the organization is more accurately represented and the cost
can be traced from activity to activity (Emblemsvag, 2000)
Resources

Activities

Objects

Figure 6 - Multiple stage cost flow (Cokins 1996 Figure 4-7 p. 86)

The conventional costing system and ABC differ as shown in Table 1.
Table 3 - Differences between the Traditional costing system and ABC approach
Traditional
Cost objects (product, services etc) consume
resources
Unit based drivers : Utilizes drivers only on a unit
level
Two stages.
First: overhead cost is assigned to an
organizational unit (plant or department)
Second: overhead costs are assigned to products.
Provides cost information

ABC
Cost objects (product, services, etc) consume
activities. ABC acknowledges that in order to
control cost, it is necessary to control the activities
that cause that cost.
Utilizes drivers on several levels: Unit, Batch,
Product, Factory (Cooper, 1990).
Two or more stages.
First: overhead costs are assigned to activities.
Other stages are included if some activities are
consumed by other activities
Final: overhead costs are assigned to products.
Provides cost and performance information of
activities and resources.
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Trace cost accurately to cost objects

According to (Cokins 1996), there are five evolutionary steps of cost accounting. The first
two approaches are related to the traditional cost accounting (overhead cost assigned to the plant
or to departments). The last three are progressively more activity-based: Simple ABC, subdivides
departments of people using action verb-adjective-noun description, and the work described as
activities is not sequenced end-to-end; Flexible ABC adds more stages to cost redistribution
obtaining more freedom to cost segment, and the individual activities remain insensitive to their
sequential relationship in an end-to-end process; Advanced ABC incorporate process-based
thinking, the activities are linked end-to-end as a process chain work, and the process flow
network can decompose work activities to lower levels of detail work tasks. Material costs are
traceable directly to the final product (bill of materials, material standard), whose throughput
measures drive the cost3.
3.3

ABCEM

The ABCEM extends ABC in that it considers the material and energy consumptions in order
to get mass and energy “costs” in physical units of the process. ABCEM follows the production
process, considering as an activity, each step of the process where the material is transformed
(Emblemsvag, 2000). The Activity Based Cost and Environmental Management (ABCEM)
method, as the name implies, uses the foundational cost management concept of Activity-Based
Costing to gather pertinent manufacturing information for use within environmental
management. In ABCEM, mass and energy are considered as “costs” in a process, in addition to
monetary costs traditionally considered in ABC. Emblemsvag and Bras originally developed the
ABCEM method (Emblemsvåg and Bras 2000a). They justify the use of mass and energy, or
more specifically waste generation and energy consumption, as a starting point to assess
environmental performance of an operation (Bargmann 2002). The method of Activity Based
Costing and Environmental Management (ABCEM) uses the principles from Activity Based
Costing to account for mass and energy costs of each activity, in addition to dollars. In addition,
we can use the same principles to account for waste generation. The foundational principles of
ABCEM can be found in (Emblemsvag 1999), where it was originally developed as “Activitybased Life-Cycle Assessment.” This work established the underpinnings of the ABCEM
method, and is described in detail in (Emblemsvag and Bras 2000).
There are two primary benefits of using ABC as a foundational methodology for integrated
financial and environmental assessments. First, the Activity Based Costing methodology allows
for efficient handling of product variety, complexity, and diversity. Production costs, especially
overhead costs, are more effectively allocated to products than with traditional costing methods.
Traditional accounting methods often spread overhead across products based on production
volume, material cost, or other often-misleading attribute. “By investigating in detail the
demands placed on factory overhead departments, we will likely learn that cost drivers are more
than just physical volume of production. Among the cost drivers should be number of set-ups,
hours of set-ups, number of orders places, number of orders received, number of customer
orders, number of shipments made, quantity of material ordered, number of parts, components,
and subassemblies in final products, amount of inventory, number of inspections, and number of
3

A more detailed explanation about these five evolutionary steps can be found on: Activity-Based Cost Management, G. Cokins,
1996
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engineering change orders” (Johnson and Kaplan 1991). Such a variety of drivers can be
handled in an ABC framework.
Second, ABC is a widely used and accepted management and accounting practice in many
businesses, which we believe gives our methodology an advantage for acceptance and effective
implementation within a company. ABC is considered by many to be superior over tradition
accounting practices, which “conceal problems or signal problems where none exists, such as
when mature, high-volume products are made to appear too costly because many of the costs of
newly introduced, low-volume products are shifted onto them” (Johnson and Kaplan 1991).
3.4

Components of ABCEM Cost Calculations

In order to get the money, mass and energy costs, the following components, adopted from the
Activity-Based Costing foundation, should be considered: consumption intensities, resource
drivers, and activity drivers. Production levels are a fourth component that can shed light on total
cost on a per time basis. These are the four primary components involved in the calculation of
the costs (in terms of mass, energy or dollars) of a particular product and are defined as follows:
•

Consumption Intensities – Consumption intensities are the unit “costs” of each
particular resource, they can be in units of $/lb, $/ft, $/man hr, $/kwh, mass/ft,
energy/kwh, etc.
• Resource Drivers/Resource Driver Values – Resource drivers are the characteristic
units at which each particular activity uses each resource. The resource driver values are
the actual rate at which the resources are used by each activity. For example, if Activity
A uses 25 lb of Resource B per ft2 output from Activity A, the resource driver is lb/ft2,
while the resource driver value is 25.
• Activity Drivers/Activity Driver Values – Activity drivers are the characteristic units at
which each object uses each activity. The activity driver value is the actual rate at which
the activities are used by the objects. For example, if it takes 10 hours of production time
of Activity C to produce 1 ft2 of Product D, the activity driver is hr/ft2, while the activity
driver value is 10.
• Production Levels – Production levels are the measure of the output of a particular
product in its characteristic units, for example yards of output, finished rolls of product,
etc.
Multiplying these four components together gives the total product cost for each particular
cost unit ($, mass, energy) of each product-resource-activity relationship. To get the total cost of
a particular product, the cost for each consumption intensity-resource-activity combination for
that product must be calculated and then these numbers must be summed.
In addition to total product costs, the unit product costs of each product can be determined by
multiplying the first three components (consumption intensity, resource driver value, and activity
driver value) together and then summing these numbers (See Figure 7). Three basic “costs” are
determined simultaneously in ABCEM models:
• Monetary cost: It is the cost in terms of money.
•

Mass cost: This cost refers to amount of material consumed in the process in order to
produce one unit of final product.

•

Energy cost: Energy consumed in the production process to produce one unit of final
product.
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Figure 7 - Arriving at Product Costs
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4

CASE STUDY 1: INTEGRATING ABCEM FOR OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENTS
IN NEWSPRING MILL ONE

Activity Based Costing (ABC) developed by (Kaplan and R 1998) is a process of individually
listing and measuring the cost of each activity contributing to the production and delivery of a
particular product or service. Activity Based Cost and Environmental Management (ABCEM) is
an adaptation of the ABC accounting system that incorporates non-monetary environmental
dimensions such as mass and energy in the same manner as it does monetary costs; thereby
providing a tool to do both environmental management and cost management in an integrated
manner. The goal of this methodology is to support, simultaneously, decisions effecting
operational and environmental impact by providing information from manufacturing process,
financial, and environmental perspectives. The ABCEM approach explores ways in which
resource data from models of a production facility can be combined with financial data from an
existing accounting model used by the firm. As a result, it provides not only information on the
cost of a process, but also a view of the energy and mass cost incurred in the manufacturing
process
The Newsprint Mill One project was initiated initially by a research group investigating
various aspects of the pulp and paper industry within Ecole Polytechnique de Montréal, a
university in Montreal. The project was initiated by the Ecole Polytechnique research group in
Montreal through Newsprint One’s corporate office who connected the research group to the
facility.
The initial project goals involve building the process model of the plant in
WinGEMS™, as described, and then eventually tying this information into an environmental
supply chain model. Through collaboration with this research group, we became involved in the
project in November 2001, providing the initial framework (in the form of the ABCEM tool)
within which to bring all of the financial and process information together.
4.1

Goals of ABCEM Implementation

There are three parties involved in the research within the Newsprint One case, the Georgia
Tech research group, the Ecole Polytechnique research group, and the Newsprint One staff. We
review the goals of all three of these parties so that we may assess the overall success of the
example case upon its completion.
The Georgia Tech project team goals were:
• Evaluate the use of the spreadsheet-based ABCEM tool within a continuous
manufacturing process
• Understand the use of the spreadsheet-based ABCEM tool in parallel with existing
electronic data sources
• Evaluate the effectiveness of the ABCEM Method within the pulp and paper industry
The Ecole Polytechnique goals were:
• Develop and evaluate a single WinGEMS™ simulation model for the entire pulp and
paper mill
• Develop and implement an initial framework for combining process and accounting data
in a format useful to decision-makers
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•

Develop an ESCM framework suitable for combining process, accounting, and LCA data
in a format useful to decision-makers
• Implement and evaluate the ESCM framework within an actual pulp and paper mill
The personnel at the facility provided valuable time and sensitive company information and had
the following specific industry goals:
• Implement a simulation model of the entire pulp and paper mill as a support tool to
evaluate process effects of new projects
• Combine the simulation tool with accounting data and implement the resulting tool to
understand cost implications of new projects
We must recognize and understand the goals of the particular facility within the case for two
reasons. First, recognizing the industry goals allows us to understand the practical issues with
implementing our tool that cannot be gained through pure academic research alone. Second,
through recognizing and striving to achieve the industry goals, we create a positive relationship
with the industry, which can foster further work within the facility.
4.2

Data Sources for the ABCEM Model

The advantage to working with this particular facility is the vast amount of electronic data
available within the plant. There are three sources of electronic data that have been incorporated
into the ABCEM model for the Newsprint One case – a process information system, accounting
software, and a process simulation tool.
4.2.1

Process Information System

A process information system has been established in Newsprint One two years before this
study. The system is called the PI System™ (PI stands for Process Information) and was
developed by the company OSIsoft®. According to the OSIsoft® website:
“PI acquires data from your plant or process, usually from automated control systems or
other sources. Data are routed through the system, where processing tools transform
them into useful information. Interactive displays -- that you create -- make that
information available wherever it's needed. And PI can store a nearly limitless amount of
data -- all at their original resolution -- virtually forever. With the PI System™,
personnel throughout the enterprise gain unprecedented access to real-time information,
helping them to make better business decisions. (OSI Software Inc. 2002)”
Using the PI System™, production data from the paper mill is gathered from process sensors
and manually input from operational logs. The stored data can then be viewed and analyzed by
facility personnel to help them understand their operations, including investigation of the
possible relationships between different process indicators stored within the system. An
advantage of using the PI System™ is that data can easily be accessed from and delivered to
spreadsheet programs, including Microsoft® Excel. The program only requires an add-on
component called “PI DataLink”, which allows data to be retrieved from the system using simple
formulas within Microsoft® Excel. This feature of the PI System™ encouraged us incorporate
direct data connections from the existing PI System™ to an ABCEM spreadsheet file using a
supplement to the basic ABCEM tool developed by Bargmann for Small and Medium-sized
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Enterprises (Bargmann 2002). Layout and details of these basic ABCEM spreadsheets are given
in Appendix A and B.
4.2.2

Accounting Data

In addition to the real-time process data, the accounting data within the Newsprint Mill One
facility is readily accessible and is currently stored within a set of Microsoft® Excel workbooks.
The information contained within the workbooks is primarily budget figures, including material
costs and budgeted monthly usage allocations, which are updated annually, or monthly if the
need arises. The use of the data from the accounting system does not change the basic structure
of the ABCEM model. The data from the accounting workbooks is input directly into the
ABCEM model through direct formulas, which reference the specific cell within the
corresponding workbook that contains the necessary data. The accounting data within the
Newsprint Mill One accounting workbooks is in a format that is directly compatible to the
ABCEM format.
4.2.3

Process Simulation Tool

In a concurrent project with the Newsprint Mill One facility, Matty Janssen, a doctorate
student in chemical engineering at Ecole Polytechnique de Montréal, is working on the
development of a concept called an “Environmental Supply Chain Model” (ESCM). The goal
for the ESCM project, which is only at its initial stages of development, is to create a model that
encompasses the gathering and analysis of process data from sources such as Life-Cycle
Analysis, process simulation tools, and cost accounting models. The ultimate objective for the
ESCM model is similar to that for our ABCEM model, but on a much larger scale
implementation within a manufacturing company. Specifically, the objective is to develop a
model that can be implemented within an organization to facilitate business decision-making
through activities such as: validation of new technologies, process optimization, integration of
process and business information into one model, evaluation of environmental impact, and
investigation of effective allocation of business resources.
The development of the practical groundwork for the ESCM is being explored by Matty
Janssen within the Newsprint Mill One facility, and involves building a process model of the
paper mill. Specifically, the process model is being built using a program called WinGEMS™, a
process simulation tool from Pacific Simulation® that has been developed specifically within the
pulp and paper industry. When complete, the process simulation model of the mill will take realtime data from PI System combined with process changes from the user, and simulate the
material flows through the system. Specific values for characteristics such as flow rate,
temperature, and flow composition can be simulated and obtained for each stream within the
paper mill, with the exception of the finishing activity.
Similar to the PI System™, WinGEMS™ has an add-in component that allows data transfer
to and from a Microsoft® Excel spreadsheet. Like with the PI System™, this feature allows us
to incorporate process simulation data into to the ABCEM spreadsheet file, which can vastly
expand the forecasting capabilities of the ABCEM model. The modification necessary to
incorporate simulation with the basic ABCEM tool will be discussed further in the following
sections.
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4.3

ABCEM Modeling Using a Spreadsheet-Based Tool

With an understanding of the ABCEM method used in our tool, it is now appropriate to
describe the details of the tool itself. In this section, we will describe the infrastructure of an
ABCEM model, including descriptions of the individual spreadsheets contained within a model
and how they are linked together within the model. Again, the model description presented
reflects a general, basic structure that is present in the models for each of the example cases. We
offer that the basic structure described in this section can be generalized for a tool to support the
gathering and organization of manufacturing information to be used within Environmental
Management within various manufacturing environments. A more detailed explanation of the
ABCEM model structure, including detailed visual examples of the spreadsheets within the
model and specifically how the individual spreadsheets are linked together using basic Microsoft
Excel formulas, is provided in Appendix A and (Bargmann 2002).
Four different type of spreadsheets are contained in a full ABCEM workbook. Each of the
four types of spreadsheets is listed in the following bullets with the spreadsheet names within
each group contained in brackets. The specific data components stored in each spreadsheet
group are listed following the description.
• Product-Specific Details – [Top View(s), Intermediate Calculations, O-Product Coding]
– The product-specific details spreadsheets hold both input and calculated data. These
spreadsheets hold product details such the quantity of a particular product produced in a
given time frame, product specifications such as the specific activities the product goes
through and what specific resources the product uses, and any intermediate calculations
necessary to determine the different usage levels for each of the products.
- Product-specific Resource Driver Values, product-specific Activity Driver Values,
and Production Levels are stored in the “Product-Specific Details” sheets.
• Resource Characteristics – [R-{resource name}] – The resource characteristics
spreadsheets primarily hold only input data. There is one resource characteristics
spreadsheet for each category of resource such as rubber, fabric, PVC, labor, gas,
electricity, etc. These sheets hold cost data in terms of dollars, energy, mass, or
environmental indicator value of each of the resources used in the production process as
well as activity usage details for the energy resources (gas and electricity) and labor.
- All resource Consumption Intensities except for overhead, and product-general
Resource Driver Values are stored in the “Resource Characteristics” sheets.
• Activity Characteristics – [A-{activity name}] – The activity characteristics spreadsheets
hold primarily input data. There is one activity characteristics spreadsheet for each
possible activity in the manufacturing process. These sheets hold details of each of the
activities used in production, including the overhead rates, production process times, and
usage levels of different machines associated with that activity in a particular time period.
- Product-general Activity Driver Values and overhead Consumption Intensities are
stored in the “Activity Characteristics” sheets.
• Product-Specific Object-Activity-Resource Relationships – [AR-{product id}] – The
object-activity-resource relationships spreadsheets hold only calculated data. There is one
object-activity-resource relationship spreadsheet for every product modeled. These
sheets hold detailed calculations of the production time necessary for each activity for
each product and the cost of the specific resources consumed during each activity of for
that particular product.
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-

Excel functions (primarily including the “lookup” functions) are used to show the
Total Product Cost calculation involving the product-specific Consumption
Intensities, Resource Driver Values, Activity Driver Values, and Production
Levels are stored in the “Product-Specific Object-Activity-Resource Relationships”
sheets.
The flow of information between each of the spreadsheets listed is represented in the
workbook infrastructure in Figure 8. Dashed arrows represent the flow of information from one
spreadsheet, or group of spreadsheets, to another. As represented in Figure 8, the majority of the
raw data is stored in the O-Product Coding sheet, the R-Resource sheets and the A-Activity
Sheet. The calculations are carried out in the Intermediate Calculation and AR worksheets; these
groups serve as organizational sheets, to bring the raw data together in a way that can be useful
to the end-user.
The Top View sheet houses production level data for a particular time period and the costs
(from the object-activity-resource relationship sheets) of the individual products produced in that
time period; the Top View sheet would likely be the initial starting point for a user investigating
the costs of his or her modeled product mix and plant activity.
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Figure 8 - Sample of ABCEM Workbook Infrastructure
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The actual flow of information, represented by the dashed arrows in Figure 8, is accomplished
through the use of a number of formulas within Microsoft Excel, which reference the raw data
and calculations in the corresponding spreadsheets within the workbook. The actual information
that will be stored in each individual spreadsheet will depend on the purpose of the project and
the desires of the end-users, specifically the information they need to know about their
operations. The ultimate goal of the implementation is to organize the vast amount of raw data
and the detailed relationships among this data in a format that is clear and useful. To accomplish
this, it is important to plan out the actual structure of the individual spreadsheets, as suggested in
detail in (Bargmann 2002).
4.4

Development of the ABCEM Tool within Newsprint One

Based on information available in the public domain, a basic enhanced Activity-Based Cost
model was initially developed at Georgia Tech in MS Excel prior to visiting the actual facility.
Concurrently, questions to be asked to company personnel were compiled. A weeklong visit by a
Georgia Tech student (Melissa Bargmann) and an Ecole Polytechnique student (Matty Janssen)
was made to the Newsprint One facility. During that visit, information was gathered by both for
the enhanced ABC model as well as the steady state simulation model to be implemented in
WinGEMS. An important observation was that there was reluctance from the Accounting
department to give out financial information without confirmation that the President was aware.
However, once cleared, data and information flowed freely.
The ABCEM tool was fully developed, but no implemented within the Newsprint One
facility. However, based on our experience in other example cases, and the work done, we can
address many aspects of the example case implementation. Specifically, we can address the
effectiveness of the ABCEM tool in handling a manufacturing process such as the facility’s
operation and the additions that can be added to the basic model to make the tool more effective
in this application. The Newsprint One pulp and paper operation is considered a large company
and the basic ABCEM spreadsheet tool was initially developed for Small and Medium-sized
Enterprises (SMEs). This example case is most useful to help us understand how the ABCEM
model could be used within a SME with similar characteristics as the Newsprint One operations.
The general structure of the ABCEM model was developed for use within the facility, and all
of the necessary links have been made to the accounting data files. A proof of concept link was
made to the simulation model in WinGEMS™, but due to difficulties with the WinGEMS
factory model at the Ecole Polythnique (primarily due to the high complexity of the Newsprint
Mill One manufacturing operation), a full WinGEMS-ABCEM factory level implementation was
not made. We are able to capture the high level of detail that will be available within the
WinGEMS™ process model in our ABCEM model to enhance its capacity to produce effective
simulation cost data. In most cases, the level of detail within the WinGEMS™ model is much
higher than that available through the PI System™, so our approach in building the ABCEM
model for this application is to structure the model around the data available within the
WinGEMS™ model, then gather data from the PI System in a way that fits into this structure.
Portions of the WinGEMS™ full factory model have been completed, allowing us to develop
our basic approach for gathering data from the completed WinGEMS™ model and showing
proof of concept. A separate but smaller scale implementation was pursued for the de-inking
plant, which became Case Study 2.
Despite the lack of full WinGEMS implementation, we do consider the case to be complete.
Considerable knowledge was gained through the work and we can reflect on this knowledge in
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terms of its effects on the ABCEM model and its potential uses within other manufacturing
facilities. Specifically, we have made four changes or additions to the basic ABCEM tool; two
changes have been made to allow the tool to handle the continuous manufacturing process, and
two changes have been made to allow the basic ABCEM tool to more easily handle data input
from external data sources including WinGEMS™ and the PI System™.
4.4.1

Changes to ABCEM Modeling Tool

There are two characteristics that had an effect on the ABCEM tool.
• First, the complexities of the manufacturing process itself, especially the existence of the
support activities, have necessitated structural additions to the basic ABCEM tool.
• Second, the electronic data sources available within the facility that we are using within the
ABCEM models have created a need for structural additions to the tool to support the use of
this data. Also, the use of these data sources within the ABCEM model has created
possibilities for new uses for the tool within the facility.
The general changes that were made to the tool as a result of this case study are:
• Changes attributable to the manufacturing process characteristics:
• Addition of Support Activity spreadsheets to hold data on material and energy flows
within the support activities, to and from the main production activities
• Changes in the Object-Activity-Resource (O-A-R) Relationships sheets described in
Appendix A to accommodate costs incurred within the support activities for each product
• Changes attributable to availability of electronic data sources within the facility:
• Addition of “Input Data” spreadsheets to hold data from WinGEMS™ and PI System™
sources
In Figure 9, these two changes needed to augment the basic ABCEM tool so that it is effective
within the continuous but complex manufacturing process are represented.
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Figure 9 - Schematic of Tool Adaptations from Newsprint Mill One Case

We can also speculate on how these changes can enhance the functionality of the basic
ABCEM tool, and specifically how we can use the data with simulation packages to provide the
monetary and environmental costs of simulated process changes.
4.5

Conclusions

The Newsprint One ABCEM facility model was fully develop, but not implemented within
the facility. Despite the lack of adoption and implementation, we can still learn valuable lessons
from the early stages of implementation that have been accomplished thus far.
4.5.1

Appropriateness of the Spreadsheet-Based ABCEM Tool

With the entire case-study implemented in the ABCEM model, it appears as if the
spreadsheet-based ABCEM tool is likely inadequate to handle the complexity of and depth of
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knowledge about the pulp and paper process in the Newsprint Mill One facility. The ABCEM
method itself is appropriate for use in the example case, but the current spreadsheet-based
ABCEM tool is well over 1MB, with over 30 spreadsheets and only one product modeled. For
every additional product that will be implemented within the model, three additional worksheets
will have to be added, which can get rather cumbersome with the addition of multiple new
products in the model. With this initial experience, a database application, such as the
Dashboard tool (see (Bras, Duncan et al. 2001; Wilgenbusch 2001; Duncan 2002)), is likely
more appropriate than our spreadsheet-based tool to model the entire pulp and paper facility.
However, an advantage to the spreadsheet-based tool is the ease with which external electronic
data sources could be linked to the model. Many simulation and similar information systems
have the capability to export data into a spreadsheet format, which makes the spreadsheet-based
format advantageous. Once the model is developed, the benefits of this capability may outweigh
the costs of building and maintaining such a large workbook file.
4.5.2

Use of the Spreadsheet-Based ABCEM Tool

This ABCEM model was not used in the facility, so we cannot yet assess the usefulness of the
model within the facility. However, uses of the tool within the facility include the following:
• A tool for use in analyzing the ideal conditions within the mill, using values from an
ABCEM model based on the WinGEMS™ simulation data of the current mill
configuration, and comparing this data to the actual conditions within the mill using an
ABCEM model based on the PI System™ sensor data of actual plant conditions.
• Assessment of proposed process improvements, through simulation using the
WinGEMS™ data. This aspect is tested using Case Study 2, discussed in the next
section.
The capability of linking the spreadsheet-based ABCEM model to electronic data sources has
provided a means to simulate monetary, mass, and energy cost data for a particular process
through the use of the WinGEMS™ software program. A structure has been developed to input
the data from the WinGEMS™ simulation model into the ABCEM model as driver values,
where applicable. This development is a powerful one for the use of the ABCEM spreadsheet
based tool. The WinGEMS™ program by itself does not have all of the capabilities of the
ABCEM tool just as the spreadsheet-based ABCEM tool at its current state certainly does not
have simulation capabilities. While the WinGEMS™ program was developed specifically for
the Pulp and Paper industry, there are many other simulation programs that have similar
capabilities of exporting data directly into a spreadsheet format. While the specific Data Input
files for each for these simulation tools will differ from those used here, this approach of linking
the data from these tools to an ABCEM model can be extended for use with other simulation
tools, allowing this extended functionality of the model to be implemented within other
industries.
4.5.3

Possible Improvements

A number of areas of possible improvements of the case can be identified:
• A better understanding of the existing Environmental Management System at the facility
- Compared to other two cases documented in (Bargmann 2002), the Newsprint One
facility has a much more developed environmental policy and EMS system in place. At
the onset of the project, and during the initial stages of the model development, it would
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•

•

4.5.4

have likely been very useful to get a more thorough understanding of the existing EMS to
gather information. However, lack of face-to-face time with personnel, sheer travel
distance and modeling priorities prohibited delving deeper in this subject.
More knowledge of the pulp and paper manufacturing process and industry to enhance
the data collection process. A large portion of the initial time was spent getting a better
understanding of the manufacturing process itself. This was especially the case for this
example case. At first glance, the pulp and paper manufacturing process is fairly simple,
but when understood at the high level of detail that exists within the industry, there is a
great deal of interaction and complexity involved in the process. To make an effective
model, those complexities must be captured, and to accomplish this requires a more in
depth level of understanding of these complexities.
A smaller example case within the facility i.e., within just one of the activities in the mill,
where the spreadsheet-based ABCEM tool may be more applicable - The final
recommendation for improvement within this case is a result of the previous two areas of
improvement. The current spreadsheet-based ABCEM tool is likely not appropriate to be
fully implemented within the facility. The spreadsheet-based tool may be more suitable
for modeling one specific activity instead of the entire process, because of the
combination of the complexity of the pulp and paper manufacturing process and the
extensive level of detail already identified by the facility personnel through the existing
environmental policy. The detailed investigation of these characteristics led us to
investigate a smaller application of the spreadsheet-based ABCEM tool (decribed in Case
3). For a full pulp and paper facilty level operational implementation, we conclude that
the use of a different foundation for the ABCEM implementation, such as the Dashboard
described in (Bras, Duncan et al. 2001; Wilgenbusch 2001; Duncan 2002) is more
appropriate than a spreadsheet-based system.
Notable Characteristics of the Newsprint One Facility

ABCEM implementations have been made for a number of other (non pulp and paper) case
studies (see (Emblemsvåg and Bras 2000a; Emblemsvåg and Bras 2000b; Bargmann 2002))
Specific characteristics of the facility that are of interest compared to other case studies are:
• The existence of electronic data sources
• A continuous manufacturing process
• The reuse of material within the manufacturing process
• An extensive agenda in environmental management and impact reduction
From the work done on the Newsprint One case, we can offer the following as characteristics of
the facility that make it conducive for use of the ABCEM tool:
• Established environmental policy in tact
- The personnel is more informed so they understood the objectives of the project
- More environmental data from the process is available
• Large data pool
- More information is available for use in the model
- The data is of higher quality than engineering or manager “guesses”
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In addition to these beneficial characteristics, we can also comment on one specific negative
characteristic of the Newsprint Mill One facility that may make implementation of this particular
tool in a similar facility unfavorable:
• Complexity of the process
- For the initial implementation of the ABCEM method within the spreadsheet-based
tool, many simplifications have been made due to the size and complexity of the tool.
These simplifications may compromise the eventual usefulness of the tool.
4.5.5

Meeting the Pre-Defined Goals

Finally, it is useful to revisit the goals of the example case for assessment purposes. The
example case is still in its early stages, so we will only address our specific project goals.
Although we cannot assess whether all of these goals will be met by the ABCEM
implementation within the facility because the example case is incomplete, we can speculate
about the goals through a preliminary evaluation:
• Evaluate the use of the spreadsheet-based ABCEM tool within a continuous
manufacturing process:
- The structure of the spreadsheets has been developed for this example case, and we
see no problems with implementing the tool based on this characteristic of the
manufacturing process. Therefore, the ABCEM method is appropriate for handling a
continuous manufacturing process.
• Understand the use of the spreadsheet-based ABCEM tool in parallel with existing
electronic data sources:
- The structure with which to use the spreadsheet-based ABCEM tool with existing
electronic data sources has been established, including the accounting system and
WinGEMS™ simulation file.
- Although the PI System™ is compatible with the tool structure, the details of using
the tool with the PI System™ have not yet been investigated, so this goal has not
been fully achieved.
• Evaluate the effectiveness of the ABCEM method within the pulp and paper industry:
- The ABCEM tool has not yet been implemented within the Newsprint Mill One
facility, so we have not been able to evaluate the effectiveness of the method in
within the industry.
- Further research, including the implementation of the method within other paper mills
would make this evaluation more complete than the evaluation in only one mill.
4.6

Closure

In closing, an ABCEM-model has been developed to reflect the current cost accounting
system at a Newsprint mill in Northern Canada. This model was connected with simulation data
using a process model of the mill, which has been developed to reflect the technical aspects of
the mill operation. The benefits of the business model to the mill are as follows:
• Combines all mill data into one central model for better decision-making – provides
quantitative support for decisions involving both monetary and environmental issues;
• Allows for centralized integration and analysis of process data, business data, and
environmental data within the mill;
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•
•

Enhances understanding of current operations;
Allows for the evaluation of various possible production situations and technologies through
simulation (WinGEMS).
The current spreadsheet-based ABCEM tool is likely not appropriate to be fully implemented
within the facility. The spreadsheet-based tool may be more suitable for modeling one specific
activity instead of the entire process, because of the combination of the complexity of the pulp
and paper manufacturing process and the extensive level of detail. This forms the hypothesis for
the second case study in which we investigate a smaller application of the spreadsheet-based.
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5

CASE STUDY 2 - CAPITAL DECISION MAKING USING ABCEM IN NEWSPRINT
MILL ONE

In this case, the ABCEM approach has been applied to the De-Ink Plant (DIP) of an
Newsprint Mill One. In this case study, we explore the advantages of this approach over the
current (traditional) accounting system at this mill, where overhead is allocated by departmental
cost pools.
5.1

Objectives

This case study was a continuation of the case study 1. This case study does not include the
entire newsprint manufacturing process, but is performed within the De-Ink Plant (DIP)
production process, which is a part of the overall process as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 10 - Location of De-Ink Plant (DIP) in Newsprint Mill One Process
The specific objectives of the case study were to:
1. Evaluate the options for expanding de-inking plant in an integrated newsprint mill in
Northern Canada; and
2. Explore the advantages that the ABCEM approach brings to decision-making in the mill
as compared to the mill’s existing accounting practices.
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5.2

Approach

An ABCEM model was developed to simulate this accounting system in the de-inking plant,
including financial, mass, and energy costs. It uses simulation data from a process model of the
mill developed by a research group at the Ecole Polytechnique in Montreal to reflect the
technical aspects of the mill operation. Specifically, the DIP-plant was divided into the major
unit operations (sub-activities) and the costs for each unit are calculated. The ABCEM-model
was built in MS Excel taking into account several assumptions, and the data used in the ABCEM
are extracted from the MS Excel based accounting files of the mill and a process simulation
model in WinGEMS.
The ABCEM model was built following the following steps:
• Identify the assessment objects: identification of the product to be cost;
• Identify and quantify resources: identification of the resources and consumptions;
• Identify and quantify resources drivers and activity drivers and their intensities;
• Compute the cost, energy consumption and waste generation of the activities and objects.
Monetary, mass and energy costs were calculated. The monetary results were compared with
actual accounting data. The ABCEM calculated cost per Bone Dry Metric Ton of DIP (BDMT
DIP) produced slightly higher than the cost reported by the mill. The difference results from the
fact that the mill accounting system does account neither facility level costs, nor costs produced
by the dilution network. If the same situation is considered in the ABCEM-model the cost
obtained is the same cost calculated by the mill accounting system.
The cost is obtained step-by-step, providing the advantage to test new production scenarios by
changing, adding or removing equipment. Also, the model provides the option to trace the cost in
detail (cost flow), by reporting the main cost sources. An additional advantage is that the model
can calculate the DIP cost under different production conditions: different flows or production
levels. In this way, the ABCEM model can simulate different conditions.
A spreadsheet model in MS Excel was built to apply the ABCEM methodology in the de-ink
plant. In order to build the case, the model divides the DIP process into the ten sub-activities
defined by the research group at Ecole Polytechnique, and also water treatment. Table 2 shows
the sub-activities included in the model.
Table 4 - Activities’ Structure
Main Activity

Sub - Activities

Product

TMP
PM

Pulping
Heavy Trash Removal
Coarse Screens
Flotation Cells
Forward cleaners
Reverse Cleaners
Fine Screens
Thickening
Storage
DAF-Dilutions
Not considered
Not considered

DIP I
DIP II
DIP III
DIP IV
DIP V
DIP VI
DIP VII
DIP VIII
DIP IX
Dilution
Not considered
Not considered

Finishing

Not considered

Not considered

DIP
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Supporting Activities
Water Treatment

The spreadsheet model represents a multiple-stage ABCEM approach, which recognizes that
sub-activities are consumed by activities, which in turn are consumed by final products or
services.
Resources cost
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…….
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Activity
driver

Products

Figure 11 - Multiple-Stage ABCEM

In this model, each one of the sub-activities consumes resources from the plant and from the
main activity de-ink plant. The model considers two levels of resource drivers: at the plant level,
and at the de-ink plant level.
5.3

Information Sources Used

The spreadsheet ABCEM model incorporates proprietary accounting data provided by the
mill in MS Excel-based format, and physical process data obtained from a WinGEMS™
simulation developed by the research group at Ecole Polytechnique de Montréal. The WinGEMS
simulation divides the DIP process into ten sub-activities: pulping, heavy trash removal, coarse
screens, flotation cells, forward cleaners, reverse cleaners, fine screens, thickening, storage, and
dilution - DAF4, as shown in Figure 6.
The mill uses a traditional accounting system which allocates overhead into departmental cost
pools. The cost of intermediate products or work-in-process at any department includes costs of
materials, labor, and manufacturing overhead. Materials and labor are directly attributable to
products produced in the department, so they are added to the cost of work-in-process without
having to go through allocations, whereas overhead costs are added to work-in-process via
allocations. The mill defines departmental rates and maintains these rates in the MS-Excel based
accounting files. The spreadsheet model was developed in such a way that these values can be
updated easily if the mill provides new information. The results obtained from the WinGEMS™
simulation are the input and output flows of each one of the production activities in the DIP. The
simulation describes the process illustrated in Figure 12.

4

Dilution network refers to the network of water that is recycled in the DIP process.
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Figure 12 - DIP process flow simulated in WinGEMS™

5.4

Assumptions

The ABCEM requires an in depth knowledge of the production and administrative processes
in order to obtain a more accurate allocation of the costs. The following assumptions were made
in building the model:
• The yield of the DIP-process is assumed to be 85%;
• One type of DIP pulp is considered despite possible fluctuations in the DIP composition;
• The plant resource costs were assumed to be allocated equally among all mill activities.
Using this assumption, the mill activity was divided into a given number of parts (based on
process and departmental info), and the resources allocated equally in each one, with
exception of the depreciation, which is known more specifically for each part. Following this
approach, the DIP consumes 5.8% of the plant resources and 9.01% of the total depreciation
corresponds to the DIP. The model provides the option to change these values if more
accurate information is provided;
• The DIP overhead costs (management, maintenance, supplies, etc.), DIP labor and the
facility level costs are equally distributed into the sub-activities. The model can be changed if
the mill provides more accurate information about this distribution;
• Chemicals are accounted only for these production activities in which they are added; and it
is assumed that they are consumed completely in these activities.
• The chemicals were included in the model;
• The water required to dilute the chemicals in the pulping step is assumed to be zero;
• The propane usage is equally distributed into the sub-activities
• The steam is assumed to be used only in the Dilution Network;
• The purchased electricity is assumed to be consumed in the production activities and in the
dilution network;
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•

The flows provided by the WinGEMS™ simulation are considered to be the flows under
normal conditions in the production process during the summer.

5.5

Model Development Steps

The steps followed to develop the ABCEM model include:
1. Identify the assessment objects.
2. Identify and quantify resources.
3. Identify and quantify resources drivers and activity drivers and their intensities.
4. Compute the cost, energy consumptions and waste generation of the activities and objects5
5.5.1

Identify the Assessment Objects

The intermediate product produced in each activity of the process is identified as DIP,
followed by the number of each step (e.g. DIP I is the output of the first step, pulping):
Table 5 - Sub-activities considered and products
Sub - Activities

Intermediate Product

Pulping
Heavy Trash Removal
Coarse Screens
Flotation Cells
Forward cleaners
Reverse Cleaners
Fine Screens
Thickening
Storage
DAF-Dilutions

DIP I
DIP II
DIP III
DIP IV
DIP V
DIP VI
DIP VII
DIP VIII
DIP IX
Dilution

Each intermediate product is used as an input into the following step in the process, e.g. heavy
trash removal produces DIP II, which is used as input into the following step, coarse screen.
The final product of the de-inking plant is DIP pulp, which is used later as raw material in the
Paper Machines. The DIP pulp contains water and fiber, so the model was designed to trace the
cost for the mix of water and fiber, and only fiber6.
5.5.2

Identify and Quantify Resources

Resources are defined as “economic, energy or waste related elements that are consumed by
performance of activities” (Emblemsvag, 2000). The resources were identified from department
cost pools defined by the mill. The de-ink plant itself is defined by the mill as one of the
department cost pools. Most of these departments refer to facility-level activities. The facilitylevel activities support the manufacturing process in general, and are not attributable
differentially to a specific product. It is difficult to identify what the consumption of facilitylevel activities is per product. Products consume activities, and activities consume resources. In
5
6

It is possible to expand the model and include a Monte Carlo simulation as it is suggested in Emblemsvag
Worksheet “Flow” in the spreadsheet model
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order to trace activity costs to individual products it is necessary to identify the amount of each
activity consumed by a product. However, companies adopting an ABC approach can allocate
these facility-level costs such as depreciation, taxes or insurance, to individual products7. In
accordance with Hansen (1995), “when a company has organized its production facilities around
production lines, it can be argued that space drivers measure the consumption of facility level
costs.”
The ABCEM model allows the user to decide how to handle the facility-level costs8. These
costs, such as mill insurance and mill depreciation, were first allocated to the main activity
(DIP), and then allocated to each one of the sub-activities. The resources identified in the DIP
process are not shown here for confidentiality reasons.
In the ABCEM model, the facility-level cost allocation was made in terms of percentages,
equally distributed into the ten sub-activities. The mill can adjust this distribution in accordance
with their experience and knowledge.
5.5.3

Identify and Quantify Resources Drivers and Activity Drivers and Their Intensities

The monetary, mass and energy consumption intensities were defined for each one of these
resources. The monetary intensity and the resource drivers are based on the accounting files
provided by the mill, the mass intensities were calculated for chemicals, fiber and water, and the
energy intensities were calculated for the production activities (pulping, trash removal, etc) and
for the water used in the recycling process (dilution).
The activity drivers were calculated based on the flows obtained from the WinGEMS™
simulation. Based on these flows, it is possible to calculate the unit cost per product and per
activity. However, the model also has the flexibility to change these flows and get the cost under
different production conditions.
5.5.4

Compute the Cost, Energy Consumptions and Mass Cost of the Objects

The mass, energy and monetary costs were calculated in the spreadsheet. The DIP Process has
only one final product: DIP pulp. Under this circumstance, the ABCEM model is useful for
tracing the source of the cost of the final product, as well to check how the mass and energy is
consumed in every step of the production process.
The model calculates the cost in monetary, mass, and energy units of the intermediate
products directly in each production sub-activity, and then sequentially calculates the cost of the
final product, DIP pulp.

7

In accordance with Hansen (1995), pag. 310, a study of 31 companies and 51 cost systems reveled that all
companies using an ABC system allocated facility-level costs to products. See Robin Cooper, “Cost Classification in
Unit-Based and Activity Based Manufacturing Systems.”
8
Resources Allocation sheet in the Excel model. In the model, the allocations were placed in terms of percentages,
which can be changed if necessary, or just set to zero if they are not going to be considered
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5.6

Spreadsheet Implementation Structure

The spreadsheet implementation of the model is shown in Figure 8. The boxes represent
specific MS Excel worksheets. The overall structure of the spreadsheet differed from the one
used in Case Study 1 and was based on a new ABCEM spreadsheet structure for capital
investment decisions developed by Rathnam (Rathnam 2003).

Flow
(Cost per
product)

User request cost of:
• Fiber
• Fiber + Water

Coarse
Screens
Heavy
Production
Trash
Activities:
Removal
I- Pulping

Model output
• Cost of fiber
• Cost of fiber + water
WinGems
(simulation
data)

DIP Detail
(accounting
data)

Plant Resource
Allocation

Departmental
costs

Figure 13 - Spreadsheet Model Structure

The following worksheets were employed:
Flow: This worksheet has two functions. First, it allows the user to choose which cost to analyze
(just fiber or the mix of fiber and water), and second, offers a summary of the cost step by step.
Plant Resources Allocation: The first allocation allocates the plant-level departmental costs to
the overall DIP activity in terms of percentages. These allocations can be easily adjusted by the
user. The first allocation is shown in the Appendix B.
WinGEMS: Provides the physical data calculated by the WinGEMS™ simulation of the mill and
DIP process. This worksheet allows the user to convert the data from the simulation directly into
an Excel format (described in Bargmann, 2002) that can be used in the ABCEM model. In this
proof-of-concept case study, however, the WinGEMS™ results used in this model were
converted to the Excel format manually by the research group at the Ecole Polytechnique, and
then incorporated as a new worksheet in the ABCEM model. The inputs and outputs per
production activity are described in the Appendix C.
DIP detail: This worksheet provides the monetary cost and consumption intensity of the
resources used directly in the DIP, and allows the user to change the unit cost of these resources.
The resource drivers distribute these costs into the production activities, and can be changed if
the consumption changes.
Production Sub-activities: These worksheets describe each one of the steps required to produce
DIP pulp (the worksheets have the name of each sub-activity). Each worksheet includes the
drivers, costs of each resource, and the total cost for each activity following the ABCEM
approach.
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The result of each production sub-activity worksheet is the accumulated cost in monetary, mass,
and energy units in terms of $/MT DIPi for monetary units, Kg/MT DIPi for mass units and
MWh/MT DIPi for each intermediate product, broken down as follows:
•

Sustaining Process: These are the facility- and product-level costs, which are calculated
based on the department costs provided by the mill. Some of the costs included here are
insurance, depreciation, taxes, health and safety, learning center, engineering.
Production Equipment: Electricity consumed by the equipment in the process.
Administrative: Refers to the participative management.
Materials: Refers to inputs and outputs of materials in each stage of the process. It includes
chemicals, dilutions, fiber, and the flow from the previous step.
Labor: Refers to direct labor required in the DIP process.
Energy: Propane used in the DIP process. Electricity is considered in the Production
Equipment.

•
•
•
•
•

5.7

Results Actual Scenario

The information supplied by the mill offers the total cost incurred by the DIP. The ABCEM
model provides the cumulative cost incurred in the DIP step by step. The total cost of the DIP
pulp is given in the last step of the process (storage). Along with the cost per sub-activity, the
model provides the cost for the dilution network. The model can calculate the cost incurred in the
DIP process, either with or without the facility-level costs or the dilution network. The results
including these costs are given in Table 6.
The monetary cost calculated by the mill accounting system does not include either the
facility-level costs or the cost of the dilution network. Under the same conditions (without
considering facility-level costs and dilution network), the DIP pulp cost calculated by the
ABCEM model is comparable to, but not exactly the same as the cost calculated by the mill.
There is a slight difference in cost attained by the ABCEM and traditional accounting systems.
However, this can be attributed to the range of data used: for the ABCEM model, the
WinGEMS™ simulation used data for standard flows during the summer months only. This
close correlation with actual accounting data verifies the model.
The ABCEM model provides the “cost” per sub-activity in monetary as well as the physical
units of mass and energy. The results obtained by the ABCEM model with and without
considering the facility-level costs and the dilution network are in tables 8 and 9. The last step in
the process is “Storage”. If the facility levels and the dilution network costs are considered,
under this approach the DIP pulp cost is $293.24 / MT BDMT DIP, and producing one Ton of
BDMT DIP requires 204.2 tons of material9 (see Table 7).
Table 6 - ABCEM Monetary Costs

9

Chemicals, water, fiber
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Production
Activity

Product

CUMMULATIVE MONETARY COST
Flow with Facility
Flow with Dilution
Just Main Flow (No
Level Costs and
Network
Dilution Network)
Dilution Network

Pulping

DIP I

161.28

Heavy Trash
Rem.
Coarse
Screens
Flotation
Cells
Forward
Cleaners
Reverse
Cleaners
Fine Screens

DIP II

163.09

DIP III

166.02

DIP IV

177.04

DIP V

217.65

DIP VI

236.39

DIP VII

271.00

Thickening

DIP VIII

283.19

Storage

DIP IX

293.24

Dilution

Dilution

0.05

$ / MT
DIP I
$ / MT
DIP II
$ / MT
DIP III
$ / MT
DIP IV
$ / MT
DIP V
$ / MT
DIP VI
$ / MT
DIP VII
$ / MT
DIP VIII
$ / MT
DIP IX
$ / MT
Dilution

158.4

$ / MT DIP I

158.38

158.4

$ / MT DIP II

156.99

159.2

$ / MT DIP III

157.25

167.7

$ / MT DIP IV

165.44

202.8

$ / MT DIP V

189.06

218.0

$ / MT DIP VI

203.06

247.4

$ / MT DIP
VII
$ / MT DIP
VIII
$ / MT DIP IX

230.67

$ / MT
Dilution

0.00

256.0
263.3
0.05

236.61
243.83

$ / MT DIP
I
$ / MT DIP
II
$ / MT DIP
III
$ / MT DIP
IV
$ / MT DIP
V
$ / MT DIP
VI
$ / MT DIP
VII
$ / MT DIP
VIII
$ / MT DIP
IX
$ / MT
Dilution

Table 7 - ABCEM results considering Facility-Level costs and the Dilution Network
Production
Activity

Product

Cumulative “cost” in monetary and physical terms
Monetary
Mass10
Energy11
kg / MT
0.000 MWh / MT DIP I
Pulping
DIP I
161.28 $ / MT DIP I 15,713
DIP I
kg / MT
Heavy Trash
0.000 MWh / MT DIP II
DIP II
163.09 $ / MT DIP II 39,144
DIP II
Removal
kg / MT
Coarse Screens DIP III
166.02 $ / MT DIP III 51,712
0.001 MWh / MT DIP III
DIP III
kg / MT
0.002 MWh / MT DIP IV
Flotation Cell DIP IV 177.04 $ / MT DIP IV 59,691
DIP II
kg / MT
Forward
0.027 MWh / MT DIP V
DIP V
217.65 $ / MT DIP V 356,035
DIP V
Cleaners
kg / MT
Reverse
0.029 MWh / MT DIP VI
DIP VI 236.39 $ / MT DIP VI 385,525
DIP VI
Cleaners
MWh / MT DIP
kg / MT
$ / MT DIP
0.033
431,861
Fine Screens
DIP VII 271.00
VII
DIP VII
VII
MWh / MT DIP
kg / MT
$ / MT DIP
0.039
204,199
Thickening
DIP VIII 283.19
VIII
DIP VIII
VIII
kg / MT
Storage
DIP IX 293.24 $ / MT DIP IX 204,212
0.039 MWh / MT DIP IX
DIP IX
$ / MT
kg / MT
MWh / MT
Dilution
Dilution 0.05
1,201
0.00
Dilution
Dilution
Dilution

10
11

Mass includes: fiber, chemicals, dilution, water
Energy includes: Electricity, energy content in the dilution, steam
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In accordance with the results, there is a significant mass and energy cost increase between
the flotation cells and forward cleaners. The increase is attributed to the large amount of dilution
received by the forward cleaners, which already has had an energy cost incurred in the dilution
cycle (the ABCEM model considers the energy applied to the DIP flow in the process). This
does not mean that the forward cleaners consume more electricity.
5.8

Scenario Two: Debottleneck scenario

The existing DIP plant is submitted to an analysis to identify the possible “bottleneck”
operations in order to increase the DIP production. The scenario in which 350 tons DIP/day is
produced, is called the “debottleneck scenario”. This increase means a doubling of the capacity
of the existing DIP plant.
The total capital cost estimated for this modification is in the range from 25 to 30 million US
dollars. The technology used for this increase is available at this time and commonly used in
modern DIP plants. The following are the modifications to be made in the existing line to be able
to increase the production to 350 ton/day:
• Install a new drum pulper: The existing pulper has to be replaced by a new one for capacity
reasons. The drum pulper has economical and process advantages over the helico pulper,
which is currently used.
• Modify cleaners and fine screens configuration to increase capacity, as existing cleaners and
screens will be added to the tertiary and quaternary stages. Additional new fine screens and
cleaners for the primary and secondary stages will be added to the operation. (this point is not
very clear, maybe be a bit more specific)
• Add new dewatering capacity by implementing a new disk filter and screw press: A new
screw press is considered in parallel with the existing twin wire press to reduce the cost of
thickening.
Figure 14 shows the process of the debottleneck scenario.
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Drum pulper

Figure 14 - Flow Process of Debottleneck scenario

In addition to the assumptions mentioned before, the following was assumed for the new
scenario:




5.9

The distribution of the overhead was assumed the same as in the first scenario. This
assumption is considered because at this moment there is not information about the new
allocation of the resources.
The model does not consider changes in the process for new equipment.
Regarding energy consumption, it was assumed that the energy cost increased proportionally
to the increase in production.
Results for Debottleneck Scenario

The new scenario was simulated with the ABCEM spreadsheet model. The information
required as input for the model was obtained by the research group at Ecole Polytechnique and
included in the Excel model.
Although there is information missing for obtaining results, the model can be changed with
more accurate information if this is available. The results obtained are given in tables 8 and 9,
and Figure 15.
Some observations regarding the differences between the scenarios:
• Flotation cells: the new scenario requires more dilution than the actual scenario
('Dilution-IV' in the New Scenario is 375 MT/Hr vs. 48 MT/Hr in the actual)
• Forward cleaners: the new scenario requires much less dilution to produce 1 Ton of fiber:
240 MT Dilution / MT Fiber (2030 MT Dilution / 8.45 MT Fiber) in the actual scenario
vs.137 MT Dilution / MT Fiber in the new one(2370 MT Dilution / 17.19 MT Fiber)
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•

Thickening: the new scenario use much more water in the dilution loop (3139 MT/hr new
scenario vs. 1716 MT/Hr actual scenario).
Table 8 - Cummulative cost

Production
Activity
Pulping

Product

CUMMULATIVE MONETARY COST
Monetary

Mass

Energy

DIP I

155.16

$ / MT DIP I

17,258

Kg / MT DIP I

0.006

KWh/MT DIP I

DIP II

158.89

$ / MT DIP II

41,234

Kg / MT DIP II

0.062

KWh/MT DIP II

DIP III

163.39

$ / MT DIP III

53,484

Kg / MT DIP III

1.512

KWh/MT DIP III

DIP IV

177.13

$ / MT DIP IV

84,266

Kg / MT DIP II

4.906

KWh/MT DIP IV

DIP V

183.81

$ / MT DIP V

253,476

Kg / MT DIP V

24.984

KWh/MT DIP V

DIP VI

188.84

$ / MT DIP VI

256,792

Kg / MT DIP VI

25.365

KWh/MT DIP VI

DIP VII

194.88

$ / MT DIP VII

261,367

Kg / MT DIP VII

25.872

KWh/MT DIP VII

Thickening

DIP VIII

221.05

$ / MT DIP
VIII

95,522

Kg / MT DIP VIII

37.659

Storage

DIP IX

228.09

$ / MT DIP IX

95,534

Kg / MT DIP IX

37.720

Dilution

Dilution

0.06

$ / MT Dilution

1,239

Kg / MT Dilution

0.146

Heavy Trash
Removal
Coarse
Screens
Flotation
Cells
Forward
Cleaners
Reverse
Cleaners
Fine
Screens

KWh/MT DIP
VIII
KWh / MT DIP
IX
KWh/MT Dilution

Table 9 - Total Cost Actual vs New scenario
Actual

$ / MT
New

Kg / MT DIP
Actual
New

%

%

KWh / MT DIP
Actual New

Pulping
DIP I
Heavy trash removal
DIP II
Coarse screens
DIP III
Flotation cells
DIP IV
Forward cleaners
DIP V
Reverse cleaners
DIP VI
Fine screens
DIP VII
Thickening
DIP VIII
Storage
DIP IX

161.28

155.16

96%

15,714

17,259

110%

0.01

0.01

163.09

158.89

97%

39,144

41,234

105%

0.13

0.06

166.02

163.39

98%

51,712

53,484

103%

1.30

1.51

177.04

177.13

100%

59,691

84,267

141%

1.92

4.91

217.65

183.81

84%

356,035

253,476

71%

27.03

24.98

236.39

188.84

80%

385,526

256,793

67%

29.41

25.37

271.00

194.88

72%

431,862

261,368

61%

33.01

25.87

283.19

221.05

78%

204,200

95,522

47%

39.05

37.66

293.24

228.09

78%

204,212

95,535

47%

39.11

37.72
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NEW SCENARIO: DIP PROCESS & COST FLOW
Dilution Network

COST OF: BDMT DIP

I - Pulping

Cost per MT
Kg / MT DIP
KWh / MT DIP

II - Heavy Trash
Removal

DIP I

$155.16
17,259
0.006

VIII - Thickening

Cost per MT
Kg / MT DIP
KWh / MT DIP I

DIP II

III - Coarse Screens

DIP III

$158.89
41,234
0.062

VII - Fine Screens

DIP VII

$194.88
261,368
25.87

DIP VI

0.06 $ / MT Dilution

IV - Flotation Cells

$163.39
53,484
1.51

VI - Reverse
Cleaners

$188.84
256,793
25.37

$177.13
84,267
4.91

V - Forward
Cleaners

DIP V

$183.81
253,476
24.98

DIP VIII
Cost per MT

$221.05

Kg / MT DIP

95,522

KWh / MT DIP I

37.66

BDMT DIP

228.09
95,535
37.72

$ / BDMT DIP
Kg / BDMT DIP
KWh / BDMT DIP

Effluent - DIP

17.07
0.52
0.00

$ / BDMT DIP
$ / BDMT DIP
$ / BDMT DIP

DIP IX

IX - Storage
TO PM

Cost per MT

$228.09

Kg / MT DIP

95,535

KWh / MT DIP

37.72

Figure 15 - DIP Process and Cost Flow
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DIP IV

5.10 Sensitivity Analysis and Monte Carlo Simulation
In addition, a simulation was performed on the new scenario in order to consider the variations
on the system. The simulation was executed using @Risk 4.5 for Excel, an add-in developed by
Palisade Corporation. In order to define the inputs of the simulation, the worksheet Resources
Allocation was modify introducing the formulas that define the variation on the resources that
can be allocated as a percentage of total consumptions. For resources that cannot be allocated in
this way, a new worksheet “DIP Detail” was created. For the simulation, the following
assumptions were considered:
 The resources allocation per sub-activity was assumed 10%, with a normal distribution
(defined on the worksheet “Resources Allocation”)
 Some resources are not allocated as a percentage of a total (e.g. energy, operators time,
participative management, overtime, etc. are defined on the worksheet “DIP Detail” This
allocation assumes as a mean the original value assigned by the mill and standard deviation
of 10%
 The standard deviation assumed is 5% for resources allocated as a percentage, and 5% for the
others.
In Table 10, the main sensitivity analysis results are given. In Figures 16 and 17, the largest
contributing factors to sensitivity in the results are given.
Table 10 - Sensitivity Simulation Results - Cost

Simulation Results - New Scenario
Name
Monetary Cost
Mass Cost
Energy Cost

207
69,042
23

Min
$ / MT
Kg / MT DIP
KWh/MT DIP

Mean
229 $ / MT
96,966 Kg / MT DIP
38 KWh/MT DIP
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Max
287 $ / MT
154,891 Kg / MT DIP
63 KWh / MT DIP

Correlations for Total Cost $/MT DIP/L107
-.888

ONP+CGS / ODMT/hr fiber/J9

Water to twin wire press /.../J48

.251

Rejects - IV / ODMT/hr fib.../J25

.199

Water to disk thickener / .../J47

.183

ONP+CGS / m3 or MT/hr Wate.../K9

.168
-.105

Maintenance / Dilution/R50

-.098

Plant Services / Heavy Tra.../J27

.089
@RISK Student Version

Plant Services / Coarse Sc.../K16

For Academic Use Only
-.088

Plant Services / Storage/Q6

.083

Maintenance / Dilution/R46

.079

Dilution 1 - III / m3 or M.../K18

-.078

Plant Services / Reverse C.../N13

Maintenance / Coarse Scree.../K50

.077
-.075

Product D&H / Thickening/P20

-.075

Dilution - II / ODMT/hr fi.../J13

-.074

-1

-0.75

-0.5

-0.25

Product D&H / Coarse Scree.../K24

0

0.25

0.5

Correlation Coefficients

Figure 16 - Sensitivity analysis – Monetary cost
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0.75

1

Regression Sensitivity for Total Kg / MT DIP/N107
-.966

ONP+CGS / ODMT/hr fiber/J9

Water to twin wire press /.../J48

.101

Water to disk thickener / .../J47

.077

Rejects - IV / ODMT/hr fib.../J25

.067
-.04

Dilution before storage / .../J46

Rejects - VI / ODMT/hr fib.../J36

.019
-.016

Dilution before MC tank / .../J45

@RISK -.015
Student Version
Maintenance / Forward clea.../M55

.015

Env ironment. Control / For.../M23

.015

Rejects - VII / ODMT/hr fi.../J39

.015

Plant Serv ices / Heav y Tra.../J11

.014
-.014

Maintenance / Storage/Q53

-.013

Maintenance / Flotation Ce.../L52

Plant Serv ices / Storage/Q14

.013

Maintenance / Dilution/R55

.013

-1

-0.75

Product D&H / Storage/Q20

For Academic Use Only

-0.5

-0.25

0

0.25

0.5

0.75

1

Std b Coefficients

Figure 17 - Sensitivity analysis – Mass cost

5.11 Conclusions
The actual accounting system used by the mill provides only the monetary cost of the final
product, DIP pulp. In contrast, the ABCEM model provides more information regarding not only
the monetary cost, but also about environmental variables such as energy and mass for each step
in the DIP process. Despite the fact that the model assumed many values allocating facility level
costs, the ABCEM model shows the following advantages over the traditional accounting system
used by the mill:
• The ABCEM model can be used as a tool to compare the mass and energy usage in the
process and to measure whether or not a new DIP scenario requires more or less overhead in
terms of facility-level activities (such as manager’s time, insurance, etc).
• The model also provides the option to trace the cost in detail. In additional advantage is that
the model can calculate the DIP cost under different production conditions: different flows or
production levels. In this way, the ABCEM model can be used to simulate different
conditions.
• ABCEM leads to improve control over overhead costs, and proving better allocation of the
overhead. It allows to control activities that generate indirect costs.
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•

The model provides the DIP cost step by step. This characteristic provides the advantage to
test new production scenarios by changing, adding or removing equipment, and its effect in
the monetary and environmental dimensions. With this information the mill can easily
analyze different production scenarios and then select the best under economics and
environmental perspective.
• The ABCEM model provides flexibility in getting the production cost incurred in the DIP
process. Under the same conditions, the model presents a similar result compared to the mill
accounting system. However, the ABCEM has the advantage in considering other factors
such as facility level costs and the Dilution Network, that affect the cost of the product
during the production process. This advantage enables the mill to have a clear vision about
how the resources are used in the process, and provides an opportunity for reducing
production costs and diminishing environmental effects.
• The cost flow structure of the ABCEM model enables the mill to trace the cost in detail,
identifying the main sources of it. In addition, the model can calculate the DIP cost under
different production conditions: different flows or production levels.
• The new scenario has lower costs. This was expected given that it distributes the overhead in
more products. However, the advantage of the model is in the flexibility to allocate the
resources per activity.
Given the flexibility of the spreadsheet model, the assumed values can be easily adjusted once
the mill provides the information required. On the other hand, a significant disadvantage is the
fact that developing this model requires a deep commitment from top managers. Developing the
model requires the experience and knowledge of people working on the process. The company
must provide them the time and resources in order to obtain the information required by the
model. The following suggestion can make the development process easier:
• Mill personnel should be involved in the process in order to avoid allocation problems related
to facility costs;
• The department allocation defined by the mill should not be the sole basis for allocating the
resources in the ABCEM model. Ideally, the mill should develop an analysis of the resources
used in every activity.
• Other activities, such as landfill, can be included in the model. The scope of the model
depends on the boundaries defined with the mill.
The ABCEM model can be extended to include new DIP scenarios, which can be modeled
and compared with the results of the actual and new scenarios. The comparison provides the
advantage of use the detailed information provided by the ABCEM model and support decision
in changing the process with new machinery.
Compare to case study 1, this (more focused) case was more manageable in terms of
spreadsheet implementation. However, even in this focused case we encountered complexity
problems dependent on the questions to be answered and level of detail required by the model.
Nevertheless, different scenarios could be evaluated in terms of financial cost and mass and
energy
consumption.
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6

CASE STUDY 3:

EXPLORING CAPITAL DECISION SCENARIOS FOR WET
END CONTROL

The third study focused on exploring options for improving a mill’s economic and
environmental performance through wet end control of a paper machine. Wet end control,
particularly in newsprint, has an impact on environmental and economic aspects of the business.
Environmental impacts include fresh water usage and fiber usage. Economic impacts involve the
cash required to manufacture paper.
This case study was conducted at Newsprint Mill Two, which employs 390 people, produces
approximately 1300 metric tons of newsprint per day, and is part of a global pulp and paper
corporation (Corporation Two).
The specific question to be answered through this case study is to what extent a non-ABCEM
model can be used for performing financial and environmental assessments to support capital
decisions.
6.1

Wet End Control Description

In the newsprint production process, the paper machine essentially separates water from fiber,
transforming pulp slurry at the headbox into air-dry paper at the end of the paper machine. The
wet end of a paper machine contains fiber in solution with a large amount of water. The paper at
this stage is in solution with large amounts of water, and is actually a pulp slurry. Other
chemicals essential to the paper making process such as clay, retention aid, charge control agent,
and dyes are added here as well. The pulp slurry, in a newsprint process, goes from about a 1%
consistency at the headbox to about 8.5% moisture at the end of the paper machine. The
function of the paper machine, simply put, is to separate water from fiber. Figure 18 below
shows a simplified diagram of a paper making process.

Recyled Fiber

Blending/Cleaning

InHB

Headbox

InW

Wire

InROPM

Rest of PM

Virgin Fiber
Dilution

Tray

WW Loop

Makeup

Purge

Figure 18 - Simplified Diagram of a Paper Machine
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Drying

Production

Wet end control is a method of controlling the properties of the wet end to reduce variability
on the paper machine. Improper wet end control causes the build up of fines in the system.
Fines, mostly small fibers similar to sawdust, are the smallest particles in a fiber distribution.
These fines must be purged to maintain proper freeness (ability to drain water) in the headbox
(final stage before the pulp slurry is fed to the wire). A headbox is where the pulp slurry is first
delivered to the paper machine, and freeness is a measure of how quickly water drains from the
slurry. When the fines are purged, water and fiber, along with other components of the white
water are lost, resulting in economic costs (for makeup water, fiber, etc.) and environmental
burden (through increased natural resource needs in terms of water and wood). There are several
other paper machine operating parameters, such as steam, bleach usage, and strength/optical
quality, which can also be affected. Table 11 below shows a list of potential benefits of wet-end
control that have been identified from literature (Yeager 1997; Berard 2000) and expert opinions.
Common benefits are those that are beneficial environmentally and economically. The benefits
listed in italics were quantified in this case study.
Table 11 - Potential Benefits of Retention/Wet End Control
Common Benefits
Save water by not purging fines through the sewer
Save fiber by not purging fines through the sewer

Economic Benefits
Improved machine efficiency due to less MD variation
and higher sheet consistencies.

Save steam in dryers due to higher couch consistency.

Reduction in clay usage due to higher clay retention.

Energy savings in TMP due to higher sheet strength.

Reduction in bleach usage due to higher clay retention.
Retention aid savings due to charge control.
Improved machine drainage due to lower white water
consistency.
Lower press/clothing deposition due to stabilized wet
end chemistry.

Note: Italic designates benefits quantified with this study.

6.2

Wet-End Control Decision Support for Newsprint Mill Two

This case study was conducted at Newsprint Mill Two, which employs 390 people, produces
approximately 1300 metric tons of newsprint per day, and is part of a global pulp and paper
corporation (Corporation Two). Corporation Two’s strategy for implementing its commitment to
sustainability to the facility level is through the use of a corporate-wide Environmental
Management System (EMS) based on the ISO14001 standards. The company will complete
implementation of its EMS in all of its manufacturing operations by the end of 2003. As part of
its corporate-wide EMS, Corporation Two articulates corporate environmental values and
policies and translates them into environmental goals and targets. As seen in Table 12, Newsprint
Mill Two tracks some key environmental metrics such as energy, solid waste, and fresh water
per ton of newsprint. Corporation Two employs most of the NAE metric framework for
operational metrics for pulp and paper production, with the addition of two metrics, CO2
equivalent (for greenhouse gas effects) and soil contamination. Less information is available on
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the mill-level environmental objectives due in part to the present efforts to align the mill-level
EMS with the corporate-level EMS.
Table 12 - Environmental Performance Metric Framework Comparison for Newsprint Mill Two12
NAE on Performance Metrics for
Corporation Two
Industry (1999)
Environmental Incidents (Violation Closely Watched Number (CWN) notices, citizen complaints)
spills and incidents where reg.
parameters exceeded
Permit Excesses

Newsprint Mill Two
none specified
none specified

Energy – renewable
Energy – nonrenewable
Wood Waste

none specified
Energy per ton
none specified

Solid Waste – nonhazardous

Production and management of solid Solid waste/ton
and hazardous wastes
Chemicals/ton

Solid Waste – hazardous
Air (particulate, VOC, NOx, SOx,
etc.)
Percent Yield
Water Use
Water (AOX, COD, BOD, TSS,
color, etc.)
Metrics not in NAE (1999)

Air emissions

none specified
Energy per ton
Fiber utilization

none specified

none specified
none specified

none specified
Freshwater usage

Mill Effluent

none specified

CO2 equivalent (CO2, NO2, CH4)
Soil contamination

none specified
none specified

The EMS guidelines of Newsprint Company Two require a facility-level management review
(at least annually) of its own environmental performance. This review process includes the
collection of appropriate information and covers audit results, incidents, and process changes.
Implementing wet end control (the subject of this case study) would require changes that are
subject to the management review of environmental performance.
6.3

Goals and Approach

The goal of the work at Newsprint Mill Two is to determine the environmental and economic
benefits of wet end control on the paper machine. Due to adverse business conditions of
newsprint, the methods being researched on wet end control must involve little or no capital
expenditure. If they do involve some capital expenditure, it must be shown that the rate of return
on investment is high.
The objective of this case study was to support the decision to implement (or not) wet end
control because of its ability to capture and report several environmental performance metrics
shown in Table 12. A second objective was to test the use of non-ABCEM approach to
economic and environmental assessment modeling. Specifically, the decision support system
used in this case study consists of a steady-state mass balance model created in MS Excel. The
decision analysis process is sequential: (1) the physical production data (mass flow results) for
12

Data obtained from Corporation Two’s corporate environmental and sustainability reports.
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the two scenarios (before and after wet-end control) are derived using the mass-balance model,
and (2) material cost data from accounting is then used to assess the production costs.
The model of the system was built through process modeling, and complexity added as
needed to evaluate different parameters. Insight to the problems was gained through on-site work
experience of the student who created the model. Technical literature was used as well.
6.4

Basic Model Solution and Assumptions

The model includes the paper machine (headbox, former, and dry end), screening, cleaning,
blending, and the white water system. Mass constituents include fiber, water, and fines. Ash and
chemicals are not included in the mass balances. All streams have a total mass flow, denoted as
the stream name, a consistency (g solids/100 ml solution) denoted as Cstreamname, a fiber fraction
(mass fiber/total mass), Xf-streamname, and a fines fraction (mass fines/mass fiber), Xfi-streamname.
The fiber fraction is calculated from the consistency through
C
Xf =
,
(1)
100
g
which assumes constant solution density ( ρ = 1 ) at different consistencies. Every unit
ml
operation has one, two or three mass balance equations, depending on the function of the unit op.
Unit ops which fractionate fiber (change Xfi from input to output) have three equations: an
overall mass, fiber, and fines. Unit ops which do not fractionate fiber have two equations: an
overall mass and fiber. The fines balance becomes a dependent equation when the unit op does
not fractionate. In a few situations, no water is separated in the unit op, giving only one
independent equation, the overall balance. Volumetric flows are calculated by the following
relation:
V gpm = M MTPD * 0.1833
(2)

where Vgpm is the volumetric flow in gallons/minute and MMTPD is the overall mass flow in
metric tonnes/day. Again, density is assumed to be constant and equal to 1 g/ml. Excel’s solver
was employed to solve systems of equations where the solution was not able to be solved for
explicitly. This model can also be used for the production of 32 lb and 27 lb paper.
The model was built in Excel. The model equations are all contained on the ‘VariablesSolving’ sheet. Any changes to the model should start here. The other sheets are visual
representations of the mass balance equations, and should all be linked back to the VS sheet.
Yellow cells are solved with Solver.
Blending

Legend:
White Water:
Paper:

Cleaning

Screening

White Water
System

Figure 19 - Basic model diagram.
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Paper
Machine

In the model, the paper machine has been broken down into 5 sub-activities. These 5 areas
are further broken down as shown in the following solution. Pulp from the pulp mills come into
blending, and is cleaned and screened before being made into paper on the machine. The water
drained from the wire is returned to dilute incoming pulp from blending.
Figure 3 shows the solving order and data flow of the model. Production numbers were used
to start solving the model, and various givens and assumptions were used to work the model
back from the paper machine to screening. The model was then back solved to cleaning.
Blending and the white water system were solved simultaneously
.
Paper
Machine

Screening
Blending
Cleaning

White Water
System

Figure 20 - Model data flow and solving order.

Specific information sources used in the study were:
• Mill Budget: Information from the mill budget. There is no variation in the budget
number, only variation in what the process actually does compared to budget.
• Experimental Equipment: Experimental equipment was used such as a portable flow
meter which uses the Doppler effect to calculate volumetric flow rate. Expected accuracy
is ±2% of the velocity.
• Consultant Study Reports: Data from a number of internal mill and external studies was
leveraged. Expected accuracy of these data is ±5%. Accuracy is due to natural process
variation rather than uncertainty in the value.
• Daily Mill Reports: Data from reports produced by the technical department each day.
For example, the TMP mill and paper mill produce TMP and wet-end reports each day.
Expected accuracy is ±5%. Accuracy is due to natural process variation and testing
variability rather than uncertainty in the value.
• Operator Knowledge: Information from mill workers and management.
The mass constituents were water, fiber, and fines. The model was validated using process data
on three products (27 lb., 30 lb., and 32 lb. paper). The model enables comparison between the
two scenarios, before and after wet-end control, enabling plant management to understand the
potential impact that the project would have on the facility’s financial and environmental targets.
Various production, environmental, and economic performance metrics were calculated as
discussed below.
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6.5

Model Results

It was determined that at the paper machine’s current state, 1111 gpm of fresh water were
being used, and 1.81 MTPD of clay and 5.66 MTPD of fiber were being lost. The predicted
headbox freeness was 42 CSF. This is without retention control. Retention control was modeled
by controlling the tray consistency in such a manner that the fines % leaving with the finished
newsprint is equal to the fines % incoming from TMP (virgin pulp) and RNP (recycled pulp).
This is a theoretically purge free system. When the model is solved, the fresh water usage drops
to 1066 gpm, the clay and fiber losses drop to 0.72 MTPD and 2.25 MTPD, respectively, and the
freeness is raised to 51 CSF. Fiber savings are also realized by noticing that the RNP and TMP
flows were reduced. RNP went from 810 gpm to 764 gpm. TMP went from 1558 gpm to 1506
gpm. The sum of clay and fiber savings is $252,000/year.
The fresh water usage did not drop significantly according to this model. This is because the
fresh water, as defined by this model, is mainly supplying RNP’s water needs rather than the
paper mill’s. However, the sewer stream did drop by a little over 100 gpm. This drop in water
loss might contribute to less makeup water elsewhere, perhaps in TMP.
Based on process data from PM1, if charge is controlled, polymer usage can be reduced by
2.25 gpm. However, this comes at the addition of 2.75 #/Tonne of a polyquaternary amine as a
charge donor. A polydadmac may also be used, but was not considered in this study. Also by
controlling charge, freeness variability can be reduced, helping to improve runnability.
Deposition on felts and rolls can also be reduced through stabilized wet end chemistry, helping to
improve runnability and clothing life. The predicted savings from retention aid cannot be
calculated due to the contract with the supplier. However, a new contract could be negotiated
with all the information at hand, especially if the supplier of the charge donor is the same as the
retention aid supplier.
The total installed cost of a wet end control system is $250,000, and it costs $10,000/year to
keep it maintained. These costs, when compared to the projected savings listed above, give a
Net Present Value (NPV) after 5 years of $561,000 using a 15% annual discounting rate. The
Internal Rate of Return is calculated to be 93.2%. The payback period without taking into
account the time value of money is 11.9 months.
6.6

Conclusions

As can be seen, the MS Excel model supports the communication of corporate sustainability
commitments down to the appropriate business level (the mill) by enabling the evaluation of the
project through several environmental metrics, such as fresh water usage, fiber loss, and clay
usage. The financial impacts of wet end control were calculated using traditional accounting
methods (with historical, aggregate financial data) instead of detailed activity-based costing
methods. This provided some quick estimates on potential economic savings related to wet end
control, but does not really fulfill our overall objective of aligning production and accounting
data. Also, though the connections to financial data are not automated, analyzing the impacts of
wet end control using this simple MS Excel-based model does provide some insight into the
production and environmental impacts that may not otherwise be gained and so still partly meets
our overall objective.
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7

CLOSURE

The two case studies were presented in this report. Although this report marks the conclusion
of the work from the Georgia Tech team, the work on the Newsprint Mill One case studies will
continue at the Ecole Polytechnique where Ph.D. candidate Matty Janssen will use the data and
results in his Ph.D. dissertation. Georgia Tech will maintain a presence in this work due to the
fact that Dr. Bert Bras is the external reviewer on Matty Janssen’s Ph.D. committee.
As shown in the Newsprint One case studies, ABCEM is useful for allocating portions of
plant-wide costs and environmental burden to various activities, such as in our case study of the
de-inking plant, but is not necessarily required for this type of analysis as we saw in the
Newsprint Mill Two case study. What is indispensable are the performance metrics that inform
mill management of their progress towards an enhanced resource productivity strategy. It is one
thing to calculate some environmental burdens based on the process and simulation data
available and quite another to relate this information to meaningful plant- and corporate-level
environmental targets. To do this, the data must be re-aggregated at the project and plant level.
This can be challenging because of the different functional units tracked in various parts of the
mill, such as a metric ton of newsprint versus a bone dry metric ton of de-inked pulp. The ability
to convert between these functional units is critical in completing the performance feedback
loop, and addressing this need up front will strengthen future analyses.
The pulp and paper industry is familiar with detailed simulation and analysis tools at the level
of the plant processes. What is missing is a way to weave into this analysis the corporate and
plant-level environmental objectives and targets to help identify win-win scenarios. To different
degrees, both systems presented here enable the integrated analysis of environmental and
economic performance of projects at various levels, from unit process changes to capital
investment decisions (and potentially the introduction of new products).
8
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APPENDIX A
VISUAL REPRESENTATION OF BASIC ABCEM MODEL
A significant characteristic of the spreadsheet-based Activity-Based Cost and
Environmental Management (ABCEM) tool described in this thesis is the flexibility of the
implementation within spreadsheet format. This flexibility supports the modeling of a variety of
different manufacturing operations. Although we recognize that there are numerous ways in
which the ABCEM model can be represented within a workbook file, we also acknowledge the
need for a general standard format that can be used as a framework within which to build an
ABCEM model.
In this section, we will describe such a framework. The descriptions provided in this
appendix are not meant to be exact specifications of an ABCEM model. Instead, this appendix
serves to describe the basic worksheets that we have developed to hold ABCEM data effectively,
as described in Chapter 3 of this thesis, and generally how these worksheets are connected within
a Microsoft® Excel workbook.
First, the basics of the Microsoft® Excel formulas used within the workbook functions
will be briefly explained. Following this, we will describe the basic input sheets within the
ABCEM model, which include the product-specific details sheets, resource characteristics
sheets, and activity characteristics sheet. Then, we will explain the main calculation worksheet,
the object-activity-resource relationship worksheet, and how the input sheets are connected to
this worksheet. Finally, we will describe some of the user-friendliness features that can be added
to the workbook including a help page and the use of macros.
The basic workbook infrastructure is presented in Figure A.1 below. Within the
subsequent sections of this appendix, we will describe each of the main spreadsheets represented
in Figure A.1 and provide examples the formulas that link the spreadsheets together, represented
by the arrows in Figure A.1.
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A.1 Basic Excel Functionality
Within this appendix, we will provide a description of the ABCEM model with the
assumption that the reader has a basic understanding of Microsoft® Excel, including the use of
basic mathematical formulas. With this assumption, there are two formula capabilities that are
essential to the functionality of the basic ABCEM model; the ability to reference cell values in
other worksheets within the workbook and the use of the VLOOKUP and HLOOKUP functions.
Without the knowledge of these capabilities, the subsequent descriptions would likely be unclear,
so we will briefly discuss them within this section.
A.1.1 Referencing Other Worksheets within a Workbook
The ABCEM workbook is composed of numerous spreadsheets. The main data is stored
within input spreadsheets, and the ABCEM calculations are completed within calculation
spreadsheets. These calculations are accomplished primarily through the use of basic
mathematical formulas with references to the input spreadsheets. A reference to other
spreadsheets within a workbook must include the name of the spreadsheet in single quotation
marks followed by an exclamation point, followed by the cell reference. For example, if we
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want to obtain the value of cell A1 in a spreadsheet called Example, we would use the following
formula:
= 'Example'!A1

This placeholder can be used within any Excel formula. For example, if we want to
multiply the values within cell A1 of the Example worksheet, and B4 of the Samples worksheet,
we can use the formula:
= ‘Example’!A1*’Samples’!B4

We will use this format throughout this appendix to show how we link the spreadsheets
of the ABCEM workbook together through the use of referencing formulas.
A.1.2 Using Lookup Functions
The functions available within the basic Excel program are essential for the functionality
of the ABCEM model. Formulas that are especially useful within model are the lookup formulas
called “HLOOKUP” and “VLOOKUP”. These formulas are used to obtain specific values
within a specific matrix within a spreadsheet. Specifically, the formulas are used for the
following purposes:
• VLOOKUP: Searches for a value in the leftmost column of a table, and then returns a value
in the same row from a column you specify in the table.
• HLOOKUP: Searches for a value in the top row of a table or an array of values, and then
returns a value in the same column from a row you specify in the table or array.
The specific syntax used within these formulas and the specific components of each
formula is provided below:
• VLOOKUP( lookup_value , table_array , col_index_num , range_lookup )
o lookup_value = value to be found in the first column of the array; this can be a value,
a reference, or a text string
o table_array = the reference to the table of information in which data is looked up; the
reference is to a range or a range name
o col_index_num = the column number in table_array from which the matching value
must be returned. A col_index_num of 1 returns the value in the first column in
table_array; a col_index_num of 2 returns the value in the second column in
table_array, and so on.
o range_lookup = a logical value that specifies whether you want VLOOKUP to find
an exact match or an approximate match. If TRUE or omitted, an approximate match
is returned. In other words, if an exact match is not found, the next largest value that
is less than lookup_value is returned. If FALSE, VLOOKUP will find an exact
match.
• HLOOKUP( lookup_value , table_array , row_index_num , range_lookup )
o lookup_value = value to be found in the first row of the array; this can be a value, a
reference, or a text string
o table_array = the reference to the table of information in which data is looked up; the
reference is to a range or a range name
o row_index_num = the row number in table_array from which the matching value
must be returned.
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o range_lookup = a logical value that specifies whether you want HLOOKUP to find
an exact match or an approximate match. If TRUE or omitted, an approximate match
is returned. If FALSE, HLOOKUP will find an exact match.
To use either of these formulas, the first column or row (depending on the formula) in
which the lookup_value is stored must be sorted in ascending order. For this reason, we
reference all of the resources and products within the model with assigned ID numbers. The use
of ID numbers is not required as long as the matrix is sorted properly, however, in the examples
provided within this section, we will refer to the use of these IDs. An example of the use of the
HLOOKUP and VLOOKUP formulas is provided next, using the following data matrix in Table
A.1 as a sample spreadsheet:
Table A.1
Sample Matrix for Lookup Functions
A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

B
Screws

Design 1
Design 2
Design 3
Design 4
Design 5

C
Nails
1
2
3
4
5

D
Bolts
6
7
8
9
10

2
4
6
8
10

Based on this matrix, some sample formulas and their result are provided following, in
Table A.2.
Table A.2
Result of Lookup Formulas from Table A.1
Formula
=VLOOKUP(“Design 1”,A1:D6,2)
=VLOOKUP(“Design 3”,A1:D6,4)
=VLOOKUP(“Design 4”,A1:D6,1)
=HLOOKUP(“Screws”,A1:D6,3)
=HLOOKUP(“Bolts”,A1:D6,5)

Result
1
6
Design 4
2
8

These formulas, especially the VLOOKUP formula, are helpful to obtain data within the
activity characteristics, resource characteristics, and product-specific details spreadsheets for use
in the calculations in the product-specific object-activity-resource relationships worksheets.
With this basic knowledge of these formulas, we can now describe the specific spreadsheets, and
the formulas used to link the information within these spreadsheets, which we will do in the next
sections.
A.2 Resource Characteristics Sheets
We will begin our description with the resource characteristics spreadsheets. The
resource characteristics spreadsheets hold consumption intensities and other characteristics of the
resources used within the given manufacturing process. Within the model, there should be one
resource characteristics worksheet for each category of resource used and each worksheet is
named for that resource category name. For instance, all of the different types of rubber used in
the Georgia Duck Rubber Belting model are stored in one resource characteristics worksheet,
called R-Rubber.
Revisiting the schematic of the ABCEM infrastructure, we can isolate the resource
characteristics sheets, which hold the consumption intensities and resource driver values for each
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resource category, and output consumption intensities, resource driver values, and resource
characteristics to other spreadsheets, as shown in Figure A.2.
Resource Characteristics
Worksheets

Consumption Intensities
Resource Driver Values

Figure A.2
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1
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3 driver
intensities
Resource
2 driver
values
Resource 1 driver
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values

Resource Characteristics Worksheets within the ABCEM Infrastructure

There are three different general layouts for the resource characteristics worksheets, one
type of sheet for general material resources used within the manufacturing process, a second type
of sheet for utilities used within the process such as electricity, gas, or water, and a third type of
sheet for the labor resource. In this section, we will describe the basic resource characteristics
worksheets and how we can use the VLOOKUP formula to get data from within these sheets.
A.2.1 General Material Resources
The general material resource characteristics worksheets hold the consumption intensities
and resource driver values for all of the resources within the category. The flexibility of the
spreadsheet format also allows for the resource driver values to be stored within the activity
characteristics worksheet, if more appropriate for the given process. The specifics of holding
this data within the activity characteristics worksheet will be discussed further in Section A.3.
For use within the examples in the further worksheets, we will provide two different
examples of the general material resource characteristic worksheets. In the first example, in
Figure A.3, we provide a worksheet holding only consumption intensity values. We specifically
name this worksheet “R-Resource 1”. It is often helpful to the unit of measure for the resource
in a separate cell within the worksheet; such as in cell C3 in Figure A.3. In this worksheet, we
hold the ID of the resource (column B), the name of the resource (column C), and the
consumption intensity values (Columns D, E, and F).
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Figure A.3

R-Resource 1: Resource Characteristics Worksheet (General)

Notice in row 7, the columns are numbered consecutively 1 through 5. This is done to
facilitate the use the VLOOKUP function, and is especially helpful as the worksheet contains
more and more columns. Instead of hard coding a number for the particular column into the
lookup formula, the column number parameter can be inserted as a reference to the numbered
cell within the column. This is especially helpful when building the model, when columns may
be added or moved around because the reference within other formulas will remain the same and
always correctly refer to the correct column as columns are added and moved within the
worksheet. We use this numbering system within all of the tables that will likely have to use the
VLOOKUP function. Now, if we want to obtain the monetary consumption intensity of resource
R1_002 in Figure A.3, we can use the following VLOOKUP formula (which will return the
value 1.56):
= VLOOKUP ( R1_002 , B8:F14 , D7 )

We provide a similar resource characteristics worksheet as “R-Resource 1”, in Figure A.4
below. We call this worksheet “R-Resource 2” as it holds the data for the resource category 2
materials. In addition to the consumption intensity values, this worksheet holds the resource
driver values for the material, which is only consumed in Activity 3, thus it only needs resource
driver values for Activity 3. Again, notice that in row 7 of Figure A.4 we number the columns
for use within the VLOOKUP formulas referencing this data.
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Figure A.4

R-Resource 2: Resource Characteristics Worksheet (General)

The data stored within these worksheets will primarily be used within the productspecific object-activity-resource relationships worksheets, as well as the intermediate
calculations and activity driver worksheets where necessary. We will discuss these links within
their related subsections.
A.2.2 Utilities Resources
The utilities worksheets hold the consumption intensity and resource driver values for the
utility resources such as natural gas, electricity, and water. The design of these worksheets is
slightly different than the general material resources worksheets. While in the general material
resources worksheets there may be many different individual resources within the category,
within the utilities worksheets, there will likely be only a few individual types resources used
within the process, and these resources may be used within many or all of the different activities.
An example of a utilities resource characteristics worksheet, specifically a sample worksheet for
gas resources, is provided below in Figure A.5.

Figure A.5

R-Gas: Resource Characteristics Worksheet (Utilities)
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Within columns B through G, the various resources are listed and their corresponding
consumption intensities are stored. In our example worksheet, which we call “R-Gas”, we have
the resources of Natural Gas and Propane. Again, notice the use of the column numbers in row 5
of the worksheet. Within columns J through K, the resource driver values are stored for each of
the resources. Here we use the numbering system to number the rows within this table for use
within the HLOOKUP function. In this example, we have labeled the columns with the ID
numbers of the gas resources so that we can use a nested lookup formula. For example, to look
up the propane resource driver value within Activity 3, we would use the following formula
(which results in the value 0.533):
=HLOOKUP ( VLOOKUP ( “Propane” , B6:G7 , C5 ) , J5:M9 , I8 )

Using this formula, we use the nested VLOOKUP formula to find the resource ID for
propane, and then use the HLOOKUP formula to find the corresponding resource driver value
for Activity 3 (contained in row 8).
Often, there will be only one resource type used within the utilities worksheets, so the
need for resource ID’s may not be necessary, and there would only be one column within the
right-most matrix on the resource characteristics worksheet shown in Figure A.4.
The data stored within these worksheets will be used within the product-specific objectactivity-resource relationships worksheets. We will discuss these links within the related sub
section.
A.2.3 Labor Resources

As the name implies, the labor resources worksheet holds consumption intensity and
resource driver values for the labor used within the manufacturing process. This worksheet is
different form the proceeding examples for two reasons: (1) the labor resource has only monetary
consumption intensities associated with its use, and (2) there will likely be different resource
driver and consumption intensity (labor pay rates) values for different activity driver units. For
instance, the activity driver units may be activity set-up hours, or activity run hours, which may
each require different numbers of personnel, who are paid at different rates. To handle this
information, we can use a worksheet format as presented in Figure A.6 below.

Figure A.6

R-Labor: Resource Characteristics Worksheet (Labor)

The data stored within the “R-Labor” worksheet will be used within the product-specific
object-activity-resource relationships worksheets. We will discuss these links within the related
subsection.
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A.3 Activity Characteristics Sheets

Due to the great variability of the nature of activities within a manufacturing operation,
the activity characteristics worksheets will likely vary greatly from activity to activity. For
simplicity, in this section we will describe the layout for a general activity characteristics
worksheet.
There is one activity characteristics worksheet for each activity within the manufacturing
process. Revisiting the process flow diagram described in Chapter 4, there should generally be
one activity characteristics worksheet for each box in the process diagram. These worksheets
hold the product-general activity driver values, and may store resource-dependent activity driver
values or activity-dependent resource driver values. In our basic ABCEM model, the overhead
values for each activity are also stored within the activity characteristics worksheet, but a
separate resource characteristics worksheet may be used to store all of the overhead consumption
intensity values.
We revisit the activity characteristics worksheets component of the ABCEM model
infrastructure in Figure A.7. This worksheet is primarily used for raw data input, but it can also
store data from the resource characteristics worksheet.

Resource
Characteristics

Activity Driver Values

Activity Driver Values

Figure A.7

Activity Characteristics
Worksheets
A-Activity 3
A-Activity
2
Activity
3 driver
A-Activity
1
Activity
2 driver
values
Activity
1 driver
values
Activity
3 details
&
values2 details &
Activity
specs
Activity 1 details &
specs
specs

Activity Characteristics Worksheets within the ABCEM Infrastructure

In the provided example worksheet, in Figure A.8, we model a sample activity called
“Activity 1”, so we call this activity characteristics worksheet “A-Activity 1”. Stored within the
top matrix on the worksheet in Figure A.8 are the overhead consumption intensity values. The
activity driver values are stored within the lower right-most matrix in Figure A.8. These two
matrices will be contained in all basic activity characteristics worksheets.
Additionally, to describe how data is retrieved from the resource characteristics
worksheet, we have provided an example that contains activity-dependent resource driver values,
which are stored in the lower left-most matrix in Figure A.8. In the example, the resource ID is
manually input into column B of the resource driver value matrix and the corresponding resource
name and unit of measure are obtained from the appropriate resource characteristics worksheet.
In this example, the resource driver values are for the resource category “Resource 1”, so the
data is obtained from the “R-Resource 1” worksheet.
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Figure A.8

A-Activity 1: Activity Characteristics Worksheet

Referring back to the “R-Resource 1” worksheet in Figure A.3, the corresponding
formula within cell C13 to retrieve the R1_001 resource name “Standard Blue” from the “RResource 1” worksheet is the following:
=VLOOKUP ( B13 , 'R-Resource 1'!B8:C12 , 'R-Resource 1'!C7 )

The data stored within the activity characteristics worksheets will primarily be used
within the product-specific object-activity-resource relationships worksheets, and within the
intermediate calculations worksheets when applicable. We will discuss the links to these
worksheets within the related subsections.
A.4 Product-Specific Details Sheets

There are three product-specific details sheets within our basic ABCEM model. These
worksheets hold the characteristics of the products that are manufactured within the facility. The
product-specific details worksheets are the Top View sheet, which holds the production
information for the given time period, the O-Product Coding sheet, which holds the details for
the potential products that are produced, and the Intermediate Calculations worksheet, in which
specific driver values can be calculated if necessary. We revisit a schematic of the ProductSpecific Details worksheets within the ABCEM infrastructure below, in Figure A.9.
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Figure A.9

Resource/Activity Driver Values

Consumption Intensities
Resource Driver Values

Activity Driver Values

Resource/Activity Driver Values

Product-Specific Details Worksheets within the ABCEM Infrastructure

A.4.1 Top View Sheet

The Top View worksheet serves as a summary of the production of a particular time
period. The exact layout and information within the Top View worksheet will depend on the
intended use of the model within the facility. In the sample Top View worksheet presented
below in Figure A.10, the basic product information is provided, including the production levels
for the manufactured products, and the resulting product costs from the model.
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Figure A.10 Example of Top View Worksheet

The product ID and production level of each product that is produced in the given period
represented within the model are input into the spreadsheet in columns B and C, respectively.
The given product must also be stored within the O-Product Coding worksheet, as explained in
detail in Section A.4.2. From this worksheet, the appropriate production level is used within the
corresponding Object-Activity-Resource relationship worksheets where the total and unit
monetary, mass, and energy product costs are calculated, as explained in detail in Section A.5.
These costs are then stored within the Top View worksheet. In addition, any other productspecific values that are calculated within the subsequent worksheets of the model and that a
typical user would like to see can be stored within this worksheet.
A.4.2 O-Product Coding Sheet

The second product-specific details worksheet used within the basic ABCEM model is
the O-Product Coding worksheet. This worksheet can hold the data for all of the possible
products that are produced within the facility. As with many of the worksheets within the model,
the exact information that is stored within the O-Product Coding worksheet will depend on the
characteristics of the particular products that are produced. All of the specific characteristics
such as the specific type of resources used within the product, product-specific driver values, and
characteristic values that are used in driver value or other calculations are all stored within the OProduct Coding worksheet. An example of the O-Product Coding worksheet is presented below,
in Figure A.11.
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Figure A.11 O-Product Details: Example of Product Details Worksheet

This worksheet is primarily intended to hold only input data, but if the model is relatively
small, it can also be used to store any necessary immediate calculations to be used to calculate
driver values that will be used within other worksheets, primarily the product-specific objectactivity-resource relationship worksheet, as discussed in detail in Section A.5.
A useful feature to be used within the O-Product Coding worksheet is the use of data
validation within specific cells. Validation allows the model developer to limit the values within
the specified cell or cells to reduce possible errors within the spreadsheet. The developer can
specify if the data within the cell must be within a specified number value, be in a particular
format, or be a value within a specified list in the workbook.
For instance, within the example table in Figure A.11, column D holds the Resource 1
type that is used within the product. For referencing purposes, this resource ID must be listed in
the “R-Resource 1” worksheet, so the validation can be set for the cells in column D so that only
values within cells B8 to B14 within Figure A.3 (R1_001, R1_002, R1_003, etc.) are valid
entries within these cells. More on this feature is available within the Microsoft® Excel help
files.
A.4.3 Intermediate Calculation Sheet

The third and final product-specific details worksheet within the basic model is the
intermediate calculations worksheet. This worksheet stores only calculated data for all of the
products within the O-Product Coding worksheet, and may only be necessary when the model is
complex or involves a great deal of calculations to arrive at the various product-specific driver
values or production levels. The intermediate calculations worksheet is especially important of
the products’ driver values or activity production levels depend on other characteristics of the
product such as the materials used or the dimensions of the product.
An example of an intermediate calculations worksheet is presented in Figure A.12. In
this example, we have provided just one sample of the type of data that would be held within this
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worksheet. Specifically, this data is a calculation of each of the activity production levels of the
particular products based on the final production level, displayed within columns C through N in
Figure A.12.

Figure A.12 Example of Intermediate Calculations Worksheet

These production level ratios can be useful because within the product-specific objectactivity-resource relationship worksheets, each activity driver will depend on the actual output of
the specific activity but the only production level that may be provided in the Top View
worksheet is the final activity production level. While the calculation for the production level
ratios, or other calculations that may be performed within the intermediate calculations
worksheet, may not be necessary within this worksheet for the model functionality, it may be
useful to use this worksheet for purely organizational purposes.
The calculations within the intermediate calculations worksheet can use data from any of
the input worksheets and these calculated values are used within the object-activity-resource
relationships worksheets, which will be described next in A.5.
A.5 Object-Activity-Resource Relationships Sheets

The final spreadsheets within the basic ABCEM workbook are the product-specific
object-activity-resource (OAR) relationship worksheets. This includes worksheets containing
the calculations for the individual product costs as well as a summary worksheet containing the
total manufacturing costs for the give production listed in the Top View worksheet. A schematic
of the product-specific object-activity-resource relationship worksheets is provided below in
Figure A.13.
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Figure A.13 OAR Relationship Worksheets within the ABCEM Infrastructure

Within the OAR relationship worksheets, the product cost calculations are carried out as
described in Chapter 3. To revisit the calculations, we present Figure A.14.
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Figure A.14 Arriving at Product Costs
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TOTAL
= Product
Cost

Figure A.15 AR-1$: Product-Specific Object-Activity-Resource Relationship Worksheet

We have designed the OAR worksheet to hold the values used within the above
calculation so that it is apparent where the total product costs are derived from. A representative
design of an OAR worksheet is shown below in Figure A.15.
The worksheet in Figure A.15 is used to hold the calculations of the monetary costs of an
example product with the product ID: P_001. For organizational purposes, it may be useful to
have one separate OAR worksheet for each cost unit (monetary, mass, and energy) calculated for
each product within the model, so there will be a total of three OAR worksheets for each product
listed within the Top View worksheet. We have taken this approach for the example provided in
this section. For simpler manufacturing processes, it may be possible to store all of the cost
information (monetary, mass, and energy) within one OAR worksheet.
Also, for the purposes of this example, we have not linked the entire worksheet to the
appropriate cells in the corresponding worksheet. The cells that are blank have no formulas
associated with them for this example, but for a full model, all of the cells within the matrix will
have formulas associated with them. This example serves only to show how the previous
spreadsheet examples within this section are linked to the OAR worksheet to arrive at the
appropriate product costs, so in order to provide a more clear example, we have only assigned
formulas within the cells that link to these previously provided example worksheets. From the
example presented in this section, the formulas associated with the remainder of the cells within
the OAR worksheet should be fairly clear.
The OAR worksheet is organized so that the costs of the product are broken down by
activity, and within each activity are broken down into the costs incurred as driven by each of the
individual activity units. The activities and all of their available activity units are listed in the
two left-most columns (columns A and B) of the worksheet, and the calculations for each of the
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rows are carried out in the cells to the right, arriving at the total cost for each activity unit within
the right-most column of the matrix (column R).
There are three main calculation sections of the OAR worksheet, each holding individual
components of the product cost calculation represented within Figure A.14. The left-most
section (columns C through G, which we will refer to as the CI X RDV section) holds formulas
with the consumption intensity times the resource driver values for each category of resource.
The middle section (columns H through L, which we will refer to as the ADV X PL section)
holds formulas for the activity driver vales and the production level units. The right-most section
(columns M through R, which we will refer to as the Total Cost section) holds the calculations of
all of the previous components, represented by the “TOTAL Product Cost” square in Figure
A.14. We will address the calculations within each of these three sections individually.
For our example, we will focus on the formulas within the first activity, Activity 1 in
rows 7 through 10 in Figure A.15. The formulas within the remaining rows for Activities 2, 3,
and 4 will follow the same pattern as in the cells for Activity 1.
A.5.1 CI X RDV Calculations

The CI X RDV calculations are separated into columns depending on resource category.
In this example, we have broken the costs down into Overhead, Utilities, Labor, Resource 1, and
Resource 2. This classification could be made visually simpler, making all of the calculations
within fewer columns, or more visually complex, separating the calculations into greater detail
within more columns, depending on the preferences and needs of the end users of the model.
For the same manufacturing process, a visually simpler CI X RDV calculations section will have
longer, more complex formulas, and vice versa. We revisit the CI X RDV calculations section of
our example OAR worksheet in Figure A.16.

Figure A.16 CI X RDV Calculations in the OAR Worksheet

In each OAR Worksheet, the Product ID is listed in a separate cell (C2 in Figure A.16)
and is the only input cell in the entire worksheet. The VLOOKUP function is used within every
formula of this and the ADV X PL Calculations section, and refers to the Product ID cell to
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lookup the appropriate product-specific values for each worksheet. Using this design, every
monetary cost OAR worksheet should have the identical formulas within its cells from product to
product, every mass cost OAR worksheet should have the identical formulas and so on. Within
these worksheet groups, only the Product ID input cell will change from worksheet to worksheet.
The final production level for the particular product is also listed in a separate cell (cell C3 in
Figure A.16), obtained directly from the Top View worksheet, to be used to derive the unit
product costs described later.
To understand where the values within each of the cells in the CI X RDV section come
from, a sample of the formulas that are used within the cells in Figure A.16 and the breakdown
of the exact calculations within the formulas are presented below in Table A.3

C7

C8

Cell
Description
Overhead
Cost driven
by Activity
Unit A
Overhead
Cost driven
by Activity
Unit B

Sample CI X RDV Section Formulas

Cell Formula & Calculation Breakdown

Formula
Result

CI X RDV
Cell

Table A.3

='A-Activity 1'!E4
150.0
=150.0
='A-Activity 1'!E5
34.0
=34.0

Labor Cost ='R-Labor'!H6*'R-Labor'!J6+'R-Labor'!I6*'R-Labor'!K6
E7
driven by
Activity Unit A = 12.50 * 2.5 + 14.50 * 1.5

F8

=VLOOKUP(VLOOKUP(C2,'O-Product Details'!B6:I14,'OProduct Details'!D5),'R-Resource 1'!B8:F14,'R-Resource
Resource 1
1'!D7 )* VLOOKUP (VLOOKUP (C2,'O-Product
Cost driven
Details'!B6:I14,'O-Product Details'!D5),'A-Activity
by Activity
1'!B13:H18,'A-Activity 1'!F12)
Unit B
= 2.34 * 12.00

G8

Resource 2
Cost driven
by Activity
Unit B

=VLOOKUP (VLOOKUP (C2,'O-Product Details'!B6:I14,'OProduct Details'!E5),'R-Resource 2'!B8:F14,'R-Resource
2'!D7)*VLOOKUP( C2,'O-Product Details'!B6:I14,'OProduct Details'!F5)

53.0

28.1

2.8

= 0.12 * 23.14

For reference, the figure numbers that correspond to the worksheets used in the formulas
within Table A.3, and their page numbers, are provided in Table A.4.
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Table A.4
Referenced Figures from Table A.3.
Referenced
Corresponding Corresponding
Worksheet
Figure Number Page Number
A-Activity 1
R-Labor
O-Product Details
R-Resource 1
R-Resource 2

Figure A.8
Figure A.6
Figure A.11
Figure A.3
Figure A.4

10
8
13
6
7

The consumption intensity values used within this worksheet all reference the columns on
the R-Resource worksheets that refer to the monetary cost. For the OAR worksheet holding the
mass values, these formulas will be exactly the same except the consumption intensity of the
calculation is obtained from the mass consumption intensity cells within the resource
characteristics worksheets (or the activity characteristics worksheets for the overhead values).
This section holds the first two components of the product cost calculations, the
consumption intensities and resource driver values. Now we move on to the ADV X PL
Calculations section to look at the second two components of the calculations.
A.5.2 ADV X PL Calculations

The activity driver values and production levels are stored within the middle section of
the OAR worksheet. These two components are multiplied together, resulting in the Activity
Unit Value. An example of the ADV X PL Calculations section of the OAR worksheet is
provided in Figure A.17. The activity driver values and production levels will be identical for
every activity unit in the manufacturing process, so this section of the worksheet will be identical
within each group of (monetary, mass, and energy) OAR worksheets for a particular product.

Figure A.17 ADV X PL Calculations in the OAR Worksheet
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In Table A.5 below, we present a few examples of the formulas and calculation
breakdown within the cells in the ADV X PL Calculations section in Figure A.17.

Cell Description

Sample ADV X PL Section Formulas

Cell Formula & Calculation
Breakdown

Formula
Result

ADV X PL
Cell

Table A.5

H7

Level of Activity Unit A needed = 'A-Activity 1'!K12
to produce 1 ft of output
= 1.3

1.3

H9

Level of Activity Unit C needed = 'A-Activity 1'!K14
to produce 1 lb of output
= 11.2

11.2

J7

J9

feet of Activity 1 produced for
the product
lbs of Activity 1 produced for
the product

= VLOOKUP(C2,'Intermed.
Calc'!B8:N16,'Intermed. Calc'!C5)

100.0

= 100.0
= VLOOKUP(C2,'Intermed.
Calc'!B8:N16,'Intermed. Calc'!D5)

200.0

= 200.0

L7

Level of Activity Unit A used to = H7 * J7
produce the product
= 1.3 * 100.0

130.0

L9

Level of Activity Unit C used to = H9 * J9
produce the product
= 11.2 * 200.0

2240.0

The figure numbers and corresponding page numbers of the sample tables referenced
within ADV X PL Section of our example are provided below in Table A.6.
Table A.6
Referenced Figures from Table A.5.
Referenced
Corresponding Corresponding
Worksheet
Figure Number Page Number
A-Activity 1
Intermed. Calc

Figure A.8
Figure A.12

10
14

An important step in actually developing the OAR worksheets within the ABCEM model
is deciding what the activity driver units and production level units should be for each particular
row within the worksheet. First the units within each row should be determined, and then the
corresponding formulas should be developed within each of the calculation cells. Because the
activity driver units are equal to the activity unit over the production level unit, it is only
necessary to determine each of the activity units and each of the corresponding production level
units that are driven by the activity units. This facilitates the establishment of the activity driver
units for each row in the spreadsheet.
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Again, the formulas within this section of the OAR worksheet will be identical from
worksheet to worksheet for each product and for each of the cost units of monetary, mass, and
energy costs.
A.5.3 Total Cost Calculations

The final section of the OAR worksheet holds the calculated total product costs for each
particular product. The total cost calculation is simply a product of the consumption intensity,
resource driver value, activity driver value, and production level within each row of the OAR
worksheet. To accomplish this calculation, we only need to multiply the corresponding column
in the CI X RDV section to the Activity Unit Value in the ADV X PL section to obtain the total
product costs within each resource category. With this information, we can then sum these costs
horizontally within the section to obtain the total costs within each activity and also sum the
costs vertically within the section to obtain the total costs incurred within each resource category.
The monetary Total Product costs section of our example OAR worksheet is presented in Figure
A.18.
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Figure A.18 Total Cost Calculations in the OAR Worksheet

Cell Description

Total Cost Section Calculations

Cell Formula & Calculation
Breakdown

Total Overhead costs incurred = C7 * L7
M7 in Activity 1, driven by Activity
= 150.0 * 130.0
Unit A
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Formula
Result

Total
Cost Cell

Table A.7

19,500.0

Total Resource 1 costs
= F8 * L8
P8 incurred in Activity 1, driven by
= 28.1 * 250.0
Activity Unit B
R7

Total costs incurred in Activity = SUM ( M7:Q7 )
1, driven by Activity Unit A = 19,500.0 + 0.0 + 6,890.0 + 0.0 + 0.0

Total Resource 2 costs
= SUM ( Q7:Q22 )
Q24 incurred within the production
=0.0 + 694.2 + 0.0 +…+ 113.4 +…+ 0.0
process
Q25

Cost of Resource 2 incurred = Q24 / C3
per unit of the final product = 807.6 / 1000

7,020.0
26,390.0
807.6
0.8

The total cost and unit cost of the manufactured product, stored in Figure A.18 in cells
R24 and R25, respectively, can now be used within the Top View worksheet. Specifically, cells
D8 and G8 in Figure A.19 below directly reference these values.

Figure A.19 Portion of the Example Top View Worksheet
A.5.4 OAR Summary Worksheet

The data within each of the individual object-activity-relationships worksheets is summed
to obtain the total cost of production of the given products within the Top View worksheet. The
only information that is appropriate to sum among multiple products from OAR worksheets are
the activity unit values for all of the products produced, the total cost values within for each
resource category, and the total production levels of all of the products. An example of an OAR
Summary worksheet is presented below, in Figure A.20.
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Figure A.20 Sample OAR Summary Worksheet

If the individual OAR worksheets within the workbook are separated by cost unit, then
there should be one OAR Summary worksheet for each cost unit within the model. Otherwise
there will be just one OAR Summary worksheet.
The information within the OAR worksheets can now be used to obtain data on the
manufacturing process for the various products and activities within a facility. The data within
these worksheets can be used to make standard output reports, comparison charts and graphs, or
other appropriate tools. These options will not be discussed within this Appendix because the
output will depend solely on the needs of the particular decision makers, so we have not
established basic standards for these options within the ABCEM tool.
This completes the description of the basic infrastructure of our spreadsheet-based
ABCEM tool. This structure, as described in this thesis, supports the modeling of a variety of
manufacturing processes with diverse production characteristics. To facilitate the construction
and use of an ABCEM model, it may be useful to implement some user-friendliness features,
which will be described in the next section.
A.6 User Friendliness Features

There are a variety of features and that can be added to the basic ABCEM model that can
organize the model development process and make the actual every-day use of the model
simpler. In particular, we will highlight four different enhancements that can be used within the
basic ABCEM model, which include: (1) a color-coding scheme to identify the specific types of
cells within the workbook, (2) specific formats to classify the quality of data within the model,
(3) buttons which can be linked to macros that facilitate model maintenance, and (4) the addition
of a help page to support model maintenance. We will describe each of these enhancements
within the following sub-sections.
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A.6.1

Color Coding Scheme

We use a simple color-coding scheme within the basic ABCEM model to identify the
type of data within each cell. Specifically, we use different color cells for manual input data
(yellow), automatic input data (blue), and calculated data (green). This type of scheme allows
users to easily recognize what data within the model can be manually adjusted, and which cells
contain formulas that may be adjusted during the use and maintenance of the model. The color
scheme can also be used to identify the different types of automatic data used within the
worksheet, or to differentiate between other primary data sources used within the input cells.
A.6.2 Quality of Data Formats

Another helpful formatting scheme within the model can be used to identify the quality of
data within the individual cells. This scheme is particularly helpful during the model building
process to easily identify what formulas or input values are at an appropriate level of quality and
detail. Specifically, we recommend using different fonts to represent different input and
calculation data within a cell. An example of a quality of data formatting scheme is presented in
Table A.8.
Table A.8

Quality of Data Formatting Scheme

Data Type
Input: Temporary values
Input: Educated guesses
Input: Reliable data source
Calculation: Estimated
formula
Calculation: Correct Formula

Quality
of Data
Poor
Fair
Good
Fair
Good

Formatting
Scheme
Red Font
Bold Font
Normal
Font
Bold Font
Normal
Font

Using a formatting scheme such as the one recommended, a model developer can easily
recognize which cells within the worksheet are incomplete. This is useful especially because
estimates and temporary numbers may be necessary within some cells of the model during the
model development process so that formulas within the worksheet will function correctly. With
this scheme, a developer can identify what values were entered for this purpose, and where
refinements need to be made within the model.
A.6.3 Macros for Model Maintenance

Once the ABCEM model has been built and turned over to the appropriate personnel
within a company, it may be necessary for certain maintenance to be performed on the model.
Using Microsoft® Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), a variety of different functionalities can
be added to the basic model for model maintenance and to enhance the capabilities of the model.
We will not discuss the details involved in programming complex VBA sub functions to use with
the basic ABCEM model because in depth programming will likely not be needed in a simple
model. Microsoft® Excel does, however, provide users with the capability of recording their
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own macro simply based on routine actions that any informed Excel user can perform on a
workbook.
A macro can be recorded simply, through the following process:
1. Select Tools / Macro / Record New Macro… from the toolbar menu
2. Assign a name and description to the macro
3. Perform the desired routine within the worksheet
4. Click on the Stop Recording button
A button can then be created from the Forms toolbar, and the macro can be assigned to
the created button. One example of the use of a macro is for updating the OAR Summary
worksheets. When a new product is added to the worksheet, a separate OAR worksheet must be
added to the model to hold the cost calculations for that particular product. The data within this
worksheet must be also added to the OAR Summary worksheet. To accomplish this, the
formulas within the OAR Summary worksheet must be updated. Let us revisit the Monetary
OAR Summary worksheet from Section A.5.4 with the added “Update Worksheet” button,
shown below in Figure A.21.

Figure A.21 Monetary OAR Summary Worksheet

All of the cells within the main matrix and the TOTAL COSTS section in the OAR
Summary worksheet will use the same formula to obtain data from the corresponding OAR
Worksheets. So when we want to change the formula used within these cells, we can use a
macro so that we only have to change one of the formulas and then click on the “Update
Worksheet” button, and the remaining cells will automatically be updated. For instance, the
name of the Monetary OAR worksheets is “AR-% $”, where % is a placeholder for the product
number, so Product 1 has a monetary OAR worksheet with a name “AR-1 $”. So, the formula
within cell C7 in Figure A.21 will be:
='AR-1 $'!L7
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When we add a new product to the model, we must update the formula for additional
worksheets, so with the addition of two new products, for instance, the formula will now be:
= 'AR-1 $'!L7 + 'AR-2 $'!L7 + 'AR-3 $'!L7

We must manually the formula within cell C7, but we can update the rest of the formulas
by using a macro that we can record. This macro copies the formula within the cell C7 and
pastes the formula within the appropriate cells (C7:I22 and D24:I24). When we are finished
recording this macro, the macro code is automatically created in the VBA language. The code of
this particular macro, which we refer to as the sub function “Update_Dollar_Costs”, is presented
in the following box.
Sub Update_Dollar_Costs()
Range("C7").Select
Selection.Copy
Range("C7:I22,D24:I24").Select
Range("D24").Activate
Selection.PasteSpecial Paste:=xlFormulas, Operation:=xlNone,
SkipBlanks:= _
False, Transpose:=False
Range("K5").Select
Application.CutCopyMode = False
End Sub

Macros such as this one can be used to facilitate, among other things: the addition of
products, activities, or resources to a model; general updating and changing of data; and the
creation of output reports. It is not our intention to go into detail regarding specific macros that
can be used to support and enhance an ABCEM model, but instead acknowledge their usefulness
within the basic structure. To provide for the use of these macros, it is useful to provide a simple
help page, which will be discussed next.
A.6.4 Adding a Help Page

The final user-friendliness feature that is recommended to facilitate model maintenance is
the addition of a “Help Page” into the model. This is a fairly simple addition, consisting of a list
of simple steps that those using the model may take to update the model for new products or new
materials. An example of a help page is provided in Figure A.22.
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Figure A.22 Help Page Example

Through the addition of the help page, the users may be more comfortable updating and
maintaining the ABCEM model for their operations. The use of the help page assures that all of
the proper adjustments are made within all of the appropriate spreadsheets within the workbook
file when an addition is made to the model.
A.7 Flexibility of the Excel Foundation

We have discussed throughout this thesis, and specifically in this Appendix, the benefit
of having Excel as the foundation of our ABCEM tool because of its flexibility. While the Excel
format allows for many different types of manufacturing process to be modeled using the
ABCEM method, it may also add to the complexity of the model development process. With so
many options, it may become overwhelming to even start the model building process. However,
like any other software tool it is beneficial to practice building a simple example model before
starting to build a complex model of an actual manufacturing operation.
This concludes our description of the actual implementation of the spreadsheet-based
ABCEM tool using the Microsoft® Excel format.
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APPENDIX B
SPECIAL PULP & PAPER EXTENSIONS OF BASIC ABCEM MODEL
To augment the basic ABCEM tool described in Appendix A so that it is effective
within the continuous but complex manufacturing process, we have made two changes to
the basic ABCEM model, which are represented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 - Schematic of Tool Adaptations from Newsprint One Example

First, we have added a new type of spreadsheet to the model, called the Supporting
Activity Characteristics worksheet. Second, we have made a slight change to the
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structure of the basic Object Activity Resource relationship worksheet to handle the
information needed to consider the costs of the support activities within the process.
For the basic ABCEM tool to be more effective when used in parallel with existing
electronic data sources, we have developed input worksheets that can be used to support
the data input from these systems. We can also speculate on how these changes can
enhance the functionality of the basic ABCEM tool, and specifically how we can use the
data with simulation packages to provide the monetary and environmental costs of
simulated process changes.
B.1 Addition of Support Activity Spreadsheets
The extensive network of material flowing through the supporting activities in the
pulp and paper manufacturing process created the need for a new type of spreadsheet to
be developed that supplements the basic ABCEM tool structure. We call these new
spreadsheets Supporting Activity Characteristics worksheets. Essentially, there are some
resources (such as water, steam, and waste) within pulp and paper manufacturing process
that can be re-circulated throughout the process. If the material is being reused, then the
“cost” of the reused resource should reflect this, to prevent double counting of the
resource, which leads to overestimations of the production costs. The structure of the
Supporting Activity Characteristics worksheets was developed in an attempt to better
quantify the reuse of resources within the production process. As a model, this
quantification is simplified through the following steps:
• Step 1: Flow data (flow rate, temperature, gas pressure, total dissolved solids, etc.) is
gathered for all input and output streams for each of the main activities. In the
Newsprint Mill One example case, this data is collected from the WinGEMS™
model or PI System™ as will be explained in detail in Section B.3.
• Step 2: The data from the numerous material streams within the manufacturing
process is simplified so that for each category of material flow from one activity to
another activity, there is one effective stream with uniform characteristics. For
example if we refer to the flow diagram for the Newsprint Mill One facility, as
presented in Error! Reference source not found., each individual arrow within the
diagram represents one effective stream, where in physical actuality, these streams
are composed of numerous individual streams. If we look at the supporting activity
of Water Network in Figure 2, we there are five total effective streams – one input
from the Paper Machine main activity, and four outputs to De-Ink Plant, ThermalMechanical Pulping, Boiler House, and Effluent Treatment. The method for
accomplishing this step will vary depending on the manufacturing process, but the
approach used within the Newsprint Mill One model will be explained in detail in
Section B.3.
• Step 3: The costs of additional resources (if any) that are used within the support
activity are calculated.
• Step 4: The costs from Step 3 are allocated to the effective streams from Step 2,
based on the flow rates of the effective input and output streams.
• Step 5: The input cost for each of the main activity streams is subtracted from the
corresponding output cost, to give a net cost incurred to give a net cost of the flow to
the support activity. For example, the paper machine activity will have a more water
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flowing into the water network supporting activity than coming in, so the water
network costs for the paper machine activity will be negative.
An example of a Support Activities Characteristics worksheet, specifically the Water
Network worksheet, is shown in Figure 2. The values in Figure 2 are not actual numbers,
they are “dummy numbers” used to assure the functionality of calculations the
spreadsheet. This structure is representative of all four of the supporting activities in the
Newsprint Mill One model.

Total cost= (fiber cost X % consistency of flow) + (water cost X (1 – % consistency of flow))

Figure 2 - Example of a Supporting Activity Characteristics Worksheet

There are four portions of the spreadsheet, which we will refer to simply as:
• The top section (all columns of rows 5 to 15 in Figure 2)
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• The left-middle section (columns ‘B’ to ‘I’ of rows 17 to 28 in Figure 2)
• The bottom section (all columns of rows 30 to 41 in Figure 2)
• The right-middle section (columns ‘J’, ‘K’, and ‘L’ of rows 17 to 28 in Figure 2)
Within the top section of the Supporting Activity Characteristics worksheet are the
calculations of the cost information for the particular activity. These costs are
summarized from Step 3 in the process previously described in this section. In this
example, the only costs within the water network are the costs of the fiber flowing
through the water and the cost of the water itself, but electricity, labor, overhead, etc. may
all be resources that add cost to a supporting activity. The consumption intensities, and
any other necessary information (such as the % of total fiber content and fiber density in
this example) pertaining to the individual resources are obtained directly from the
corresponding R-Resource worksheets. From these values, we can obtain the total cost of
the resources used within the supporting activity per the unit of measure of the particular
resource, as represented in columns ‘J’, ‘K’, and ‘L’ in the top section. For example, in
Figure 2, the total monetary cost of the fiber is $361.39 per BDMT and the total monetary
costs of the water is $0.00 per cubic meter (CM). The layout and specific details within
the top section of the worksheet will vary depending on the characteristics of the activity
and the resources involved.
In the left-middle section of the Supporting Activity Characteristics worksheet, the
flow characteristics for the effective input flow from each main activity and supporting
activity to the particular supporting activity are stored. The stream characteristics are
obtained through Step 1 and Step 2 in the process previously described in this section.
The costs of the effective input flow streams are calculated for each activity, depending
on the characteristics of the support activity. For example, in the water network activity,
the total costs of the input flows, under the “Costs per Activity Dept Hr” section heading,
are a result of following calculation for each of the cost units:
In the bottom section of the Supporting Activity Characteristics worksheet, the flow
characteristics for the effective output flow to each main activity and supporting activity
from the particular supporting activity are stored. Similar to the left-middle section, these
stream characteristics are obtained through Steps 1 and 2 in the process previously
described in this section. The costs of the effective output flow streams are also
calculated in the same manner as the middle-left section and stored under the “Costs per
Activity Dept Hr” section heading.
Finally, the net support activity costs for each activity are calculated, by subtracting
the output “Costs per Activity Dept Hr” from the input “Costs per Activity Dept Hr”, as
described in Step 5 in the previously described section. The net costs are displayed in the
right-middle section of the worksheet, under the “Total Activity Water Network Costs”
heading.
These final supporting activity costs for each of the individual activities can now be
allocated to the main production activities within the Object Activity Resource
relationship sheets, explained in further detail next.
B.2 Changes to the O-A-R Relationships Spreadsheets
With the additional complexity involved in modeling the support activities within the
manufacturing process, the basic OAR Relationship spreadsheets described in Appendix
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A are no longer sufficient for storing all of the necessary cost information. Due to the
complexity and nature of the process, there also are a number of possible activity units
for each activity.
B.2.1 Modifications of OAR Relationship Sheets
While the basic structure of the OAR Relationship sheets remains the same for this
particular model, the spreadsheet must be expanded to accommodate the additions.
These changes include the following:
• A horizontal expansion through the addition of extra columns to account for the
added categories of resources, those that are incurred during the support activities
• A vertical expansion through the addition of rows to accommodate the additional
activity units for each activity
• The separation of the OAR sheets into three separate worksheets, one for monetary
costs, one for mass costs, and one for energy costs.
A simplified version of the OAR Relationship spreadsheet used in the Newsprint Mill
One model is shown below in Figure 3 and Figure 4. To make the figures more readable
in this document, we have divided the actual spreadsheet vertically into two parts, so the
right edge of Figure 3 matches to the left edge of Figure 4 to form the complete
spreadsheet.
The functionality of the modified OAR worksheet is exactly the same as the original,
as described in Appendix A. The consumption intensity and resource driver values for
the appropriate resource category-activity combination are multiplied together and stored
within top section of Figure 3, labeled with the heading “Consumption Intensity X
Resource Driver.” As in the original OAR worksheet format, many of these cells will
likely not be filled in because the consumption of most of the resources within each main
category are driven by at most two activity units.
For a simple example, to understand the functionality of the OAR worksheets, we
have filled in two cells within this section. For the product in this example, the water
costs incurred in the TMP activity are 55 dollars per Bone Dry Metric ton (BDMT) of
TMP production. Also, the labor costs incurred in the TMP activity are 25 dollars per
TMP department hour.
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Spreadsheet Continued in 0
Figure 3 - Example of Modified Object-Activity-Resource Worksheet, Part 1

Next, we must determine the activity drivers and production levels for each of the cells
within the “Activity Bridge Unit Calculations” sections in Figure 4. We need to
determine the “Bridge Value,” which is simply the product of the activity driver value
and the production level. The Activity Driver Units must be equal to the “Activity Unit”
over the “Production Level Unit”, so it may be simpler to first determine the Production
Level Unit for the particular activities.
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Spreadsheet Continued from 0
Figure 4 - Example of Modified Object-Activity-Resource Worksheet, Part 2

For this example, the first two activity drivers for the TMP activity are: 1 BDMT of
Pulp/BDMT of Pulp, and 0.01 TMP Department Hour/ BDMT of Pulp. The production
level for both of these values is equal to 1000 BDMT of Pulp, so the corresponding
Bridge Values are 1000 BDMT of pulp and 10 TMP department hours, as shown in the
top two input rows in Figure 4.
To complete the monetary calculations in this example, we return to Figure 3,
specifically under the “Monetary Product Costs ($)” section. Within this section, each
cell is the result of the product of its corresponding cell in the “Consumption Intensity X
Resource Driver” section and the corresponding bridge value. For example, in Figure 3
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the total monetary cost of water in the TMP activity that is driven solely by the BDMT
Pulp production is $55,000. This is a result of the following:
55

BDMTPulp
$
×1
× 1000 BDMTPulp
BDMTPulp
BDMT Pulp

Also, the total monetary cost of labor in the TMP activity that is driven solely by the
TMP department hours is $250, as a result of the product:
25

$
TMPDeptHrs
× 0.01
× 1000 BDMTPulp
TMP DeptHrs
BDMT Pulp

When all of the values in the “Consumption Intensity X Resource Value” and
“Activity Bridge Unit Calculations” sections are entered, the appropriate costs will be
calculated in the “Monetary Product Costs” section. These values can then be summed
horizontally to determine the total product costs incurred in each activity and driven by
each of the specific activity units (as shown in column ‘M’ in Figure 3), and vertically to
determine the total costs incurred within each resource category (as shown in row 45 in
Figure 3). These calculations are the same as described in Chapter 3 and represented in
Figure 3.7.
A duplicate sheet to the one represented in Figure 3 and Figure 4 exists for each cost
dimension. For this model, there are three OAR sheets for each product, a monetary cost
sheet (Figure 3 and Figure 4), a mass cost sheet, and an energy cost sheet. The structure,
layout, and calculations within each of these sheets is exactly the same from one cost
dimension to another, with the exception of the main unit used in the calculation, which
only requires a change in the consumption intensity used (kg or BTU instead of $ as in
Figure 3 and Figure 4).
B.2.2 Linking the Modified OAR Relationship Sheet to the SAC Sheet
Referring back to Figure 2, we can input the specific supporting activity costs into the
modified Object Activity Resource relationship worksheet. We will use the water
network costs incurred in the PM activity as an example. Referring to 0, the total costs of
the water network for the PM activity are as follows:
• Monetary: -0.48 $ / Activity Dept Hr
• Mass:
-7337.08 kg / Activity Dept Hr
• Energy:
-0.04 MWh / Activity Dept Hr
Note that these numbers are negative, meaning that there is a net output of water to
other activities from the PM activity, so the PM activity should get a credit for this water
output. We can use these numbers within the modified Object Activity Resource
relationship worksheets, as in Figure 3. Specifically, we only use the monetary cost
within the worksheet in Figure 3, which we link directly to the cell I14, under the “Water
Unit Cost” column, in the row that corresponds to costs with the activity unit of “Activity
Dept Hr”. The remaining costs are linked directly to the Mass and Energy Object
Activity Resource Relationship worksheets in the same cell, I14, in each of these
worksheets.
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B.3 Addition of Input Data Worksheets
There is a tremendous advantage to connecting the ABCEM model to electronic data
sources to gather process information for the model. The connection allows for faster
input of changes in driver values and can reduce human error that may occur through
manual data entry.
Within the Newsprint Mill One case, some of the information can be directly
connected to the current ABCEM model structure as it is outlined in Appendix A. The
accounting data, such as consumption intensity values and some resource drivers, resides
in a set of Microsoft® Excel spreadsheets and is in an appropriate format for cell values
within the ABCEM model to directly reference corresponding cells in the accounting
spreadsheets.
B.3.1 The Need for Separate Input Data Worksheets
To make use of the other sources of electronic data within the Newsprint Mill One
case, specifically the PI System™ data and the WinGEMS™ model data, a direct link
from these systems to the basic ABCEM model structure was no longer appropriate.
While it is possible to obtain the data directly from both the PI System™ and
WinGEMS™ programs through simple formulas in the Microsoft® Excel spreadsheet,
the substantial amount of data that was available from these programs created the need
for an additional “Input Data” workbook to organize the input data for use within the
model.
First, we should revisit the nature of the data from each of the information systems
available. The PI System™ holds current and historical process information, while the
WinGEMS™ model can hold simulated process information. The ultimate goal of the
project is to give the user an option to select an input data source, either the PI System™
or a WinGEMS™ simulation file, when interacting with the ABCEM model so that the
assessment of both current and simulated process and product costs can be achieved.
Up to the time of this documentation, we have been primarily focused on connecting the
model with the WinGEMS™ program because this information is the most detailed. Due
to the detail of the models, detailed material stream information is effectively available
for every pipe within the manufacturing facility. The nature of the data includes
simulated values for the following (where applicable):
• Classification of stream (gas, pulp, etc.)
• Flow rate
• Consistency
• Gas pressure
• Temperature
• Percentage of dissolved wood solids
• Total suspended solids (TSS).
While the PI System™ holds a tremendous amount of data, it cannot handle this level
of detail because it would require the installation of a tremendous amount of sensors
within the plant, an expensive an arguably unnecessary option. Instead, we have decided
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to develop the Input Data workbook structure to handle the level of detail available in the
WinGEMS™ models, and then link the PI System™ data to the workbook as appropriate.
A facility-wide WinGEMS™ model was intended to be developed by Ecole
Polytechnique, but has not been completed. However, we have been able to develop a
general Input Data workbook structure that will be able to handle the information from a
WinGEMS™ file and demonstrate proof of concept. This workbook can then serve as a
direct connection from the PI System™ and WinGEMS™ model to the ABCEM model.
It was appropriate to create a separate workbook file for our application because of the
considerable size of the existing file for the ABCEM model due to the complexity of the
operation. For a simpler manufacturing process, with less data, it may be appropriate to
have this input information within the same workbook file. We leave this up to the
discretion of the user.
B.3.2 Description of the Input Data Workbook
The nature of the input data source and the type of information available from the
source will determine the exact structure of the Input Data workbook. As an example,
and to provide a description of how information may be obtained from a data source with
a format other than a spreadsheet, we will briefly discuss how to input data from a
WinGEMS™ file or a PI System™ file to Microsoft® Excel. This process may differ
slightly for other information systems, which we have not investigated.
An example of the input sheet that we developed for the WinGEMS™ information is
shown below in Figure 5. Within the data input worksheet for the WinGEMS™ model,
we have listed all of the streams that solely input or output streams for each particular
activity. For each stream, there are a variety of available parameters, which are be
selected by the WinGEMS™ model developer. In our example, there are up to five
available parameters, as shown in cells B10 to B14 in Figure 5. The parameters for our
example case specifically include (1) liquor flow, (2) suspended solids/gas pressure, (3)
temperature, (4) dissolved wood solids, and (5) total suspended solids. Based on the
WinGEMS™ file name and diagram, stream name (S1, S3, S5 etc. in row 9 of Figure 5),
and the parameter number, a simple formula that is made available through a
WinGEMS™ add-in package, determines parameter value for the particular steam. The
following is the Microsoft® Excel formula use for data gathering:
=WinGEMS([stream name]:[parameter #],[VALUE/UNIT],[file],[diagram])
The specific parameters within this formula are:
• [stream name] = the name of the stream, as it is called in the WinGEMS™ file (i.e.,
S1, S3, S5, etc.)
• [parameter #] = the parameter number for the information desired, which are predefined for each stream within WinGEMS. (i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
• [VALUE/UNIT]= the type of information required, “VALUE” here will return the
value of the particular stream parameter, and “UNIT” will return the units of
measurement for the parameter
• [file]=the WinGEMS™ file and path
• [diagram]=the particular diagram name within the WinGEMS™ file
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The data gathered in this worksheet can be used in Step 1 to build the Supporting Activity
Spreadsheets. Again, a visual example of this portion of the WinGEMS™ Data Input
Worksheet is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 - Example of WinGEMS™ Data Input Worksheet

If all of the electronic data sources are compatible with Microsoft® Excel, a similar
worksheet to the one shown in Figure 5 can be created for each data source. We can
create a similar workbook based on the PI System™ data. The information from the PI
System™ can be gathered in a similar process to that used with a WinGEMS™ file,
using specific formulas from the PI System™ add-in for Microsoft® Excel. The specific
add-in for the PI System™ is called PI-DataLink. A detailed description of the add-in
can be found on the OSISoft® website (OSI Software Inc. 2002), we will just provide a
summary in this section to present a basic understanding of the functionality of various
functions available within the add-in. The PI-DataLink add-in provides a variety of
functions to retrieve data from the PI Data Archive based on the “tag” of each particular
data source (sensor, manual entry, etc.). The retrieval functions include the following:
• Current value
• Value at a specified time
• Attributes of the tag
• Evenly sampled data
• Sampled data when a particular expression is true
• Compressed data
• Compressed data when a particular expression is true
• Sampled data synchronized with an array of timestamps
• Data from calculations on tag expressions
• Totals, minima, maxima, standard deviations, ranges, averages, and means
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Each of these individual functions is associated with an Excel formula through which
it retrieves the data from the PI System. We will provide one example of a formula for
understanding, specifically the formula to obtain a value at a specified time. The
formula, called “PIArcVal()” retrieves the archive value of a specified tag at a specified
time. The structure of the formula is as follows:
=PIArcVal( [tagname], [timestamp], [outcode], [PIServer] )
Where the specific parameters within the formula stand for the following:
• [tagname] = the string value that references the specific tagname for the value desired
• [timestamp] = the PI timestamp that references the specified time desired (in the userspecified format, for example dd-mmm-yy hh:mm:ss)
• [outcode] = the value 0, 1, or 2 to control the format of the output:
0 = the output value in the single cell
1 = the output values in a 1x2 array, with the time in column 1 and the value in
column 2
2 = the output values in a 2x1 array, with the time in row 1 and the value in row 2
• [PIServer] = the string corresponding to the specific server on which the PI data is
stored
Using this formula, and the others listed above, the appropriate data can be retrieved
from the PI System™ and input into a similar data sheet as in Figure 5, as is appropriate
for the specific data retrieved.
With all of this information available, we would like the user to be able to select which
input sheet they would like gather data from to use within the ABCEM model. For this
purpose, we can use a table to allow the user to select which data source is used for each
activity, as shown in Figure 6. In this table, the user can specify the source of
information (WinGEMS™ or PI), and the WinGEMS™ model file name and path, and
diagram name for the activities in which WinGEMS™ is selected as the data source.

Figure 6 - Example of Input Data Worksheet: Input Data Sources

The next step is to compile all of the data gathered from the electronic data sources in
a way that it can be used within the ABCEM model. We have developed a simple matrix
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structure to handle this information. We have two types of matrices, one to handle
activity-to-activity flow (as shown in Figure 7), and one to handle solely input or output
flows with outside sources (as shown in Figure 8). For each stream parameter, we use a
different matrix to hold the data. So for this example we need five matrices for each flow
type, one each for liquor flow, suspended solids/gas pressure, temperature, dissolved
wood solids, and total suspended solids.
We compile the flow data for all of the streams between the modeled activities so that
there is one effective stream flowing between each activity combination for each stream
type. Each stream type, then, must also have a separate set of matrices. In the Newsprint
Mill One example case, we only have two types of flow, water and pulp (Pulp/Liquor) or
gas, so in this example, we need one set of “Pulp/Liquor” stream matrices and one set of
“Gas” stream matrices, to give us ten total matrices.
The matrix in Figure 7, for example, holds the flow rate data for the “Pulp/Liquor”
activity-to-activity streams. For a complete Data Input workbook, we also have four
more “Pulp/Liquor” matrices, for each of the remaining stream properties, and five “Gas”
matrices, one for each of the five stream properties. For simplicity, we assume that the
effective stream between activities has uniform properties, so we can take the average
flow rate from all of the appropriate streams from the WinGEMS™ data to fill in the
Flow Rate matrix, and compile the corresponding remaining parameter values to fill in
each of the remaining matrices for each flow type.

Figure 7 - Example of Input Data Worksheet: Activity to Activity Flow Characteristics

A similar matrix structure exists to handle the input (new material resources such as
chemicals) and output (waste) flows within the process. An example of the Output Flow
matrix is shown in Figure 8, where the left-most column of the matrix corresponds to the
output sources, and the top row of the matrix corresponds to the activities from which the
output streams are flowing. The Input Flow matrix has the same structure except that the
left-most column corresponds to the input resources flowing into the system and the top
row corresponds to the activities to which the input streams flow into in the process.
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Figure 8 - Example of Input Data Worksheet: Input/Output Flow Characteristics

Again, as in the activity-to-activity matrices, there are five total matrices each to hold
the Input Flow and Output Flow stream data, one for each of the five stream parameters.
Using these matrices, the properties for all of the resource flows within the simulation
file are complied. A simple if-statement can be used in the formulas within each of these
cells to gather the information from the proper source (i.e., the WinGEMS™ model or the
PI System), based on the table as shown in Figure 6.
This data can now be linked directly to the ABCEM model to be used as resource
driver values (from the Input Flow Characteristics matrices) and activity driver values
(from the Activity-to-Activity Flow Characteristics matrices) where appropriate.
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